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Radio highlights of
NAB '94:

It's time once again for the industry to
gather in Las Vegas. This year's show
promises to be bigger znd better than
ever, so you'll welcome John
Collinson's helpful preview. It points
out all the NA3 '94 agenda items of
importance to radio aTwndees.
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Chasing the Cowboys:
Winning the Super Bowl wasn't the only superlative part of the Dallas Cow-
boys' 1993-'94 season. The team's radio coverage has also gone all the way,
presenting listeners with a close-up, CD -quality stereo sound. Audio specialist
Bennett Liles reports from the Georgia Dome.

Duopoly: Sign of the times:
Broadcast attorney James Kirkland explains the rules of the road for multiple -
station ownership and joint operations, with special emphasis on the pot-
holes. A related article from Dennis Ciapura provides some tips on handling
personnel matters during station consolidations.
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Audio format cost analysis:
Choosing a new audio recording format is no simple
matter. Laura Tyson compares hardware and media
costs (and some other operational issues) for all the
new formats.



Join the Digital Revolution
Digilink by Arrakis is a

digital audio workstation
that does it all while
increasing your profits.

You can replace your
live on air cart machines
while adding CD or
satellite automation for
nights or weekends. You
can use just one
workstation or network as
many as 15 and send
your spots & schedules in
perfect digital between
your studios. Add a
Trak*Star eight track
digital audio editor for
under $5,500 and you
can quickly and easily
produce spots that
would have taken forever

or been impossible with
tape.

Digilink is also easy to
schedule. You can use
the standard Digilink
traffic & CD scheduling
system or import music

and traffic schedules from
all of the most popular
3rd party programs.

Features like
simultaneous Play,
Record, & Network
transfer; hard disk to hard

 Replace Cart machines Live On Air plus
add CD, Satellite, or Tape Automation

 On Air Base Price starts under < $8,000
 8 Track Editor base price starts < $5,500
 Use just '1' Workstation or Network > 15

Digilink
by Arrakis

disk & CD crossfade; cart
rotation; Autofill: Smart -
squeeze; Macros; and
incredible ease of use
make Digilink perfect for
live & automation studios.

Call or write today for
more information on why
Digilink is #1 -with more
than 600 workstations sold
worldwide from Moscow,
to Japan, to Barbados, to
your own back yard.

The Digilink screen
shown above is in
Japanese text and is
reprinted with permission
of Otaritek, the distributor
for Digilink in Japan.

Arrakis System Inc. --- 2619 Midpoint Drive, Fort Collins, CO. 80525 --- Voice (303) 224-2248. FAX (303) 493-1076.
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EDITORIAL

Listener's Choice

Ireceived a letter from a friend in response to my
"Industry Forecast" in the January issue of Broadcast
Engineering magazine. John complained that my use of
Rush Limbaugh's phrasing was perhaps inappropriate.
He said that the broadcaster is "mean -spirited" and
pompous, also ill-informed. "I mean, here is a guy who
doesn't think the ozone layer is thinning.", said the
reader.

Thanks for the feedback John, but let me offer a
different perspective on radio broadcasting.

Readers may note that Infinity Broadcasting was re-
cently fined $400,000 because of FCC rules violations on
four separate days in August, September and October
1993. According to reports, the $400,000 does not in-
clude the $1,278,750 in fines that Infinity faces for past
violations of the commission's indecency rules.

When I'm in the New York area, I'll sometimes briefly
tune to Stearn's show, to see how gross he really is. It
usually takes about 10 minutes for me to be so sick of his
so-called humor that I tune to another station. Here is a
radio host that is so vulgar that the commission has

fined his company almost one-half of a mil-
lion dollars! Yet, he remains on the air-just as

does Rush Limbaugh.
There are thousands of program choices on the air every

day in this country. That each radio listener can have a
choice of station programming that matches their needs is
one of the beauties of our broadcasting system. Although
you or I may not agree with Steam's (or Limbaugh's)
approach or delivery, others may enjoy it. That's why
radios have knobs.

Every radio listener has the ability to make instantaneous
choices in radio entertainment. If you don't like the prod-
uct, other options are available and merely a quick twist of
the knob away. That's the way it should be. Let the listener
decide and yea for the American broadcasting system.

NEWS

FCC cracks down on stations for EEO violations

The FCC handed down a total of $318,750 in fines to 22
radio stations last month for alleged violations of minor-
ity hiring rules. Individual station fines ranged from
18,750 to 37,500. The stations were all up for license
renewal, and most were also given probation -like short-
term renewals subject to future reporting. One other
AM/FM licensee faces a renewal hearing into its hiring

practices and possible false reply to an FCC inquiry, which
could result in a $250,000 fine and/or license revocations.

The actions represent a new, tougher enforcement stance
on minority hiring. The commission's Equal Employment
Opportunity rules specify that licensees must demonstrate
a record of recruitment practices for women and minorities
when filling vacant positions.

NPI? chooses new digital satellite system
National Public Radio has chosen San Diego -based

Comstream Corporation to provide custom digital au-
dio transmission equipment for its second -generation
satellite interconnection system. Digital upgrades to the
network's existing analog system (established in the
early 1980s as the country's first satellite -interconnected
radio network), will be installed at about 350 downlinks
and nearly two dozen uplinks around the United States
next year. The new system will use the ISO/MPEG Layer
2 (formerly MUSICAM) data -reduction algorithm.

With this decision, NPR becomes the first major net-
work to employ ISO/MPEG Layer 2 coding, breaking step
with most other radio networks (which use Scientific
Atlanta's SEDAT system). Another unique design ele-
ment calls for satellite receivers to provide all audio
outputs in three forms: analog, AES/EBU-format digital
or undecoded ISO/MPEG Layer 2.

The new system will support transmission of multiple
audio channels at individually selectable data rates, with
automatic data -rate detection at the receiver. Supported
data rates range from 64kbit/s to 256kbit/s, with mono, joint
stereo or discrete stereo modes offered. The system also
includes a dedicated 64kbit/s data channel and optional
program encryption.

Inauguration of digital service will begin in late 1994, with
existing analog transmission shut down after all stations
have the new digital equipment, expected by mid -1995. The
digital service will use the same satellite (Galaxy IV) as the
current analog system, so no additional antennas or dish
repointing will be required. When fully implemented, the
new digital service will double the public radio satellite
system's channel capacity from 12 to 24 simultaneous
programs. Significant audio fidelity improvement is also
expected.
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NAB '94
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The Bottom Line: Radio is in the midst of a major revolution. Consolidations,
digital broadcasting, RBDS and new competing technologies are reshaping the
very nature of the medium. New opportunities also abound in this revised environ-
ment, and today's broadcaster must stay current with a fast flow of developments
to remain successful. NAB '94 provides the perfect forum for that process

he paving of the information
superhighway is well under
way, and part of it undeniably
leads through radio land. NAB

'94 can help you map out your facility's
route to a profitable future.

This year's prime industry conclave
is scheduled earlier than usual, run-
ning Sunday through Thursday, March
20-24, 1994. Like most of NAB '94's
events, the Broadcast Engineering
conference will be held at the Las
Vegas Convention Center.

Of course, the other big attraction
is the exhibit floor. The NAB expects
65,000+ attendees to spend their time
visiting the 800+ exhibitors who will
occupy about a half -million square
feet of space at the show.

As in previous years, the Society of
Broadcast Engineers (SBE) will
present the technical sessions on
Tuesday. (Beginning next year, all
technical sessions at the NAB Broad-
cast Engineering conference will be a
joint effort of SBE and NAB.) The SBE
will also hold its membership meet-
ing on Tuesday afternoon. The tradi-
tional ham radio reception will take
place Wednesday evening at the Las
Vegas Hilton.

IEEE is breaking some new ground
this year by sponsoring a half -day
Digital Transmission Tutorial preced-
ing the Engineering Conference, on
the morning of Saturday, March 19.
This session will present a detailed
examination of digital transmission
and modulation techniques, robust-

Collinson is a satellite uplink engineer for Home Shopping
Network. St. Petersburg. FL

ness, and test methods for various
digital transmission techniques.

The conference will open on Sun-
day morning with a keynote address
by Jules Cohen, P.E., followed by con-
current sessions dealing with ISDN/
T1 transmission and data broadcast-
ing for radio. Sunday afternoon's pa-
pers will cover the popular topic of
digital audio workstations and stor-
age systems.

More than 800 exhibitors
will occupy about a half -

million square feet of space
at the show.

On Monday morning, things start
off with the All -Industry keynote ad-
dress by FCC's new chairman, Reed
Hundt. Later morning sessions cover
digital audio processing and manage-
ment issues. The digital audio pro-
cessing session includes a number of
hot topics, such as improved on -air
signal processing, progress toward
the fully digital air -chain and the ef-
fects of audio processing on data -
reduced digital signals. Monday af-
ternoon features a session on tower
and support equipment, followed by
a panel on RF radiation issues.

Tuesday (SBE Day) begins with pa-
pers on diverse areas of AM/FM im-
provement. The new EBS will occupy
the afternoon session. The day ends
with a session on the growing world
of contract engineering.

The annual Engineering Achieve-
ment awards luncheon will be held on

Wednesday. Morning technical ses-
sions will include an FCC/Industry
Technical Panel and a status report
on DAB testing. Further coverage of
DAB resumes after the luncheon with
presentations from format propo-
nents. A concurrent session will cover
satellite and auxiliary services. Satel-
lite DAB is among the topics consid-
ered in the latter.

The program concludes on Thurs-
day morning with a session on radio
transmitter maintenance presented
by representatives of several trans-
mitter manufacturers.

Check the following for a full listing
of presentation titles.

N AB '94
B ROADCAST ENGINEERING
CONFERENCE
Technical sessions (Radio)

SUNDAY, MARCH 20

9:30 a.m. - noon: Data Broadcasting -

Radio
 Implementing the Differential Global
Positioning System: How Your Station Can
Participate
 The High -Speed Subcarrier Data System:
Putting a Pager on Your Wrist
 The Development and Design Profile of
an FM Multiplex Data Broadcasting
System for Mobile Reception
 Cashing in on IVHS: Bringing Federal
Highway Department Dollars to Your
Station
 Direct Data Delivery Using Existing SCA
Technology
 Teaching an Old Subcarrier Some New
Tricks
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Introducing ADX, the first digital production system designed for the real world of broadcasting.

A world where time is of the essence, change is the rule, last minute is routine, and creativity is the

competitive edge!

ADX is a fully integrated system which combines the creative flexibility of digital

recording and editing with the speed and intuitiveness of a fully automated production

mixer. Instead of simply storing audio elements and their edit decisions, ADX also recalls

and recreates the mixing and processing talent of the producer.

Just imagine having the ability to precisely replay complex multitrack production work the

way you mixed and equalized it yesterday, last week or last month! Think of the creative time saved

when a change or update is requested in an otherwise perfect mix.

Plus, the ADX is unencumbered by the architectural limitations of first -generation workstations

and is designed to grow and expand with your needs. Even the basic system has more standard

features than anything before.

And like all PR&E products, ADX is a powerful tool optimized for the fast and furious

demands of broadcasting and backed by world-famous PR&E support. Call today for

information on ADX, the next generation of digital.

Pacific Recorders & Engineering Corporation, 2070 Las Palmas Drive, Carlsbad, CA 92009

Tel: 619-438-3911 Fax: 619-438-9277 GSA Contract: GS -03F -2057A

DESIGNS THAT MAKE THE DIFFERENCE
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9:30 a.m. - noon: ISDN and TI Transmis-
sion
 Overview of Industry Commercial
Delivery Over ISDN
 Network Cost vs. Bit Rate and Audio
Quality
 ISO/MPEG Layer III Coding and ISDN
 Selecting a Terminal Adapter
 The NBA, Changing from Switched -56 to
ISDN
 Integrating ISDN and T-1 With Satellites
for Program Backhaul
 Understanding New Alternatives for
ISDN and T-1 Transmission

1:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m.: Digital Audio
Workstations and Storage
 Strategies for Choosing and Using
Digital Audio Workstations for Production
 A Cost Analysis of Digital Storage
Alternatives
 Configuring Personal Computers as
Digital Audio Workstations for Broadcast
 Technology that Pays: Evaluating Digital
Alternatives
 A DAB -Ready, Non-Transcoded Audio
Transport System
 A New Device for Digital Storage

MONDAY, MARCH 21

10:30 a.m. - noon: Digital Audio
Processing and Systems
 Maintaining a 100% Digital Path from the
Studio to the "On Air" RF Signal
 State of the Standards: Coding and
Connectivity
 Utilizing Second -Generation Transmis-
sion Processors for Audio
 The Interaction of Audio Processing and
Low Bit -Rate Coding for Broadcast
Applications

10:30 a.m. - noon: Managing in Broadcast
Engineering
 Managing UST's, MSD's, and other
Federally Regulated Environmental

Matters
 The Americans With Disabilities Act
and Broadcast Facility Design

1:00 p.m. - 3:30 p.m.: Towers and Other
Transmission Support Equipment
 Understanding and Preventing Guyed
Tower Failures Due to Anchor Shaft
Corrosion
 Controlling Corrosion on Broadcast
Towers: A Subject You Can't Afford To
Be Rusty On
 Inspection, Maintenance, and Trouble-
shooting of UHF/VHF/FM Antennas,
Transmission Lines and Waveguides
 Performance of a Transmission Line
Having a Rigid Outer Conductor and a
Corrugated Inner Conductor

3:30 p.m. - 5:00 p.m.: RFR Update
 Six panelists from the industry and FCC
discuss the latest in RFR regulations

TUESDAY, MARCH 22: (SBE DAY)

9:00 a.m. - noon: AM/FM Improvement
 Technology to Extend the Life of High -
Power Vacuum Tubes
 Broadband Implementation of
Physically Short, Highly Top -loaded Anti-
skywave Antennas
 AM Antenna System Tune -Up
 Modern Practical Techniques for
Installation and Repair of AM Antenna
Ground Systems
 FM Diversity Reception Systems
 Preparing for the Multicast Environ-
ment in Radio

1:00 p.m. - 3:30 p.m.: The New EBS
System
 Testing New Technologies for Emer-
gency Alerting Systems
 This is No Longer A Test
 Cable TV and the New EBS
 User -Friendly EBS

3:30 p.m. - 5:00 p.m.: The Business of

Contract Engineering
 Avoiding the Pitfalls in Contract
Engineering
 Sound Business Practices for Contract
Engineers
 Jumping Through the Hoops: Tips for
Keeping Your Contracting Business Legal

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 23

9:00 a.m. - 10:30 a.m.: FCC -Industry
Technical Panel
 Six panelists from the FCC and industry
will discuss legal and regulatory issues

10:30 a.m. - noon: DAB I
 Multipath Propagation Test Results and
Implications for DAB
 NRSC/EIA DAB Test Report

2:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m.: DAB II
 NASA/VOA DAB System Update
 DAB on Trial: Eureka 147 - The System
With A Future
 AT&T DAB System Update
 Amati Communications DAB System
Update
 USA Digital Radio FM DAB System
Update
 USA Digital Radio AM DAB System
Update

2:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m.: Satellite and
Auxiliary Services
 How the New FCC Ruling for Earth
Station Antennas Will Impact Broadcast-
ers
 Direct Broadcast Satellite Sound

THURSDAY, MARCH 24

9:00 a.m. - noon: Radio Transmitter
Maintenance Workshop
 Representatives of five major transmit-
ter manufacturers will share tips and
techniques, and answer questions on all
aspects of radio transmitter operation
and maintenance.

NAB '94 Radio Sessions at a glance:

Sunday. March 20 Monday, March 21 Tuesday, Wednesday,
March 22 March 23

Thursday March 24

Opening Session All -industry Keynote
Engineering Keynote

A

M ISDN & T1
Transmission

Data Digital
Broad- Audio
casting Pro -

(Radio) cessing

Digital Audio
Workstations

M and Storage

Address

Managing
Broadcast

Engineering

Towers and Other
Transmission Support

Equipment

RFR Update

AM/FM Improvement

The New EBS

FCC/Industry
Technical Panel

DAB I

Engineering
Achievement

Awards Lunch

DAB II
Satellite

and
Auxiliary
Services

Radio Transmitter
Ma ntenance

Workshop
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Okay, say you meet the right girl, take her home

to meet your family, get down on your knee in front of everyone and

plead with her to elope and spend an eternity together frought 1,

romance, passion, and lifelong commitment, and suddenly she says
66 can't, It'll violate my parole."

0Yo u Fe e 1 °

1. Justifiably confused

2. Graft* for the honesty.

3. Like you bouffit a Unity a it ),

Optimod-FM 8200.100% digital. Fully upgradablp. Ile truth. The whole truth, and nothing but.

orban
H A Harman International Company

1525 Alvarado St., San Leandro, CA 94577 USA Phone 1.510.351.3500 Fax 1.510.351.0500.
0 1994 AKG Acoustics, Inc. Orban and OPTIMOD are registered trademarks of AKG Acoustics, Inc. All other trademarks are property of their respective companies.



Chasing the
Cowboys

Bennett Liles

The Bottom Line: As listeners' aural tastes improve, high -quality radio sports
presentation provides an important new opportunity to capture audience atten-
tion. Today's ISDN services, wireless microphones and creative mixing techniques
make this possible in an increasingly cost-effective manner.

henever and wherever the Dal-
las Cowboys take the field, the
action is picked up live from
Sweetwater to Somalia on

nearly 100 stations of the KVIL-FM
Dallas Cowboys Radio Network.

Blending microphone technique
borrowed from TV sports with corpo-
rate data communications gear, this
radio coverage - provided by
Midcom of Dallas - not only feeds
color and play-by-play to KVIL and its
network, but it puts listeners on the
field with the players. Their secret
(until now) has been the creative way
they combine multiple parabolic mi-
crophones for on -field sound gather-
ing and ISDN (Integrated Services Digi-
tal Network) for remote backhaul.

Advantages and challenges of
ISDN

It makes little sense to go to great
trouble or expense in picking up ac-
tual game sounds if they become a
3.5kHz telephone call during backhaul
transmission. After several years of
good notices on the revolutionary
promise of ISDN and related systems
for business users, there has been
little fanfare on its high-tech trickle -
down to broadcasters. Although ISDN
is readily available in Western Eu-
rope and in parts of Asia, North
America is still making do with its
less -capable and more -expensive
cousin, Switched -56. (For the type of
setup used on the Cowboys broad -

Liles is an audio engineer at Georgia Public Television,
Atlanta and a freelance writer on broadcasting and avia-
tion. Respond via the BE FAXback line at 913-967-1905.

casts, two Switched -56 lines would be
needed instead of a single ISDN cir-
cuit.) In this country, ISDN largely
remains a technology looking for ap-
plications (hence its alias, "Innova-
tions Subscribers Don't Need"). Get-
ting it set up on the road can be tricky
so rule number one is to plan ahead.

Because of differing tariff arrange-
ments around the country, one-time
commercial installation costs can vary
from approximately $100 to more than
$500 and can take
two or more weeks
to arrange. Many
areas still lack lo-
cal expertise in
this field, which
places more of a
burden on the
broadcaster. For
stereo sports cov-
erage, order a Ba-
sic Rate ISDN line.
(See "Circuits," De-
cember 1993.)

Telco's twisted
copper pairs from
the stadium to the
local switching of-
fice must have
their inductive
loads (loading

deployment only beginning in ear-
nest for most telcos within the last
year or so. In many areas, classes on
ISDN for local installers are still in the
planning stage. For the time being,
when you take ISDN on the road, be
prepared for anything.

Nevertheless, ISDN is generally
worth the trouble. Anyone who has
ever had to dodge blimps, thunder-
storms and local architecture with a
Ku -band uplink would love to just

One of the parabolic microphones used on the field to create the
stereo sound of Dallas Cowboys radio broadcasts. Both the micro-
phone and its operator's headset feeds to/from the control booth are
wireless, allowing easy movement along sideline.

coils) removed to
accommodate the digital signal. If the
line to the telco central office is more
than about three miles long, repeat-
ers enter the installation picture and
can generate a certain amount of good
old American red tape (and there-
fore, more time and money).

U.S. ISDN is still in its infancy with

pick up a telephone and feed the sig-
nal back if the same sound quality
were available. Speed is another ad-
vantage of ISDN. For radio crews, any-
thing requiring more than an hour's
strike time often is not acceptable. At
this speed, a portable uplink becomes
a ball and chain.
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There's a Right Way
"I did it
right from
the start
with
Computer
Concepts'
DCS."

I don't sweat when it comes to our spot -heavy morning
drive or complicated LMA formats. The reason is simple: First I
did my homework. And then I bought a DCS hard disk system
from Computer Concepts. In fact, I bought several.

I smile at the thought of multiple program formats and
satellite automation, live and live assist. I laugh at
complex spot rotations, two -channel crossfades with
simultaneous recording and networking to traffic-
they're no problem fix. the DCS.

And Computer Concepts customer support is
terrific. Their software experts can even
troubleshoot my DCS and upgrade the
software remotely, via modem.

No wonder Computer Concepts DCS
has turned hundreds of stations into
happy customers. I'm glad I'm one
of them. Oh, I almost forgot. The
price was right, too.

I thought
I'd impress HQ

by buying the
cheapest hard disk

system I could find.
After all, they all look

the same! Their
promises sounded good

and I wanted to believe.

found 3ut promises come
cheap. But their system wasn't

really cheap-not once you
added up the little "extras" it took

to do the bare minimum. And it still
couldn't do all the things our station

really needed.

I found out the hard way, at 3 AM when the
system we bought craslied. And in morning

drive, when missing spots meant dollars down
the drain. When I finally reached customer sup-

port, they said they were working on software they
thought would fix my problem, but they weren't

sure when it would be done. Guess what I told them?

Now I know better. We're getting a Computer Concepts
DCS. I learned a costly lesson: Get it right the first time.

Call Computer Concepts first.

"I should
have
bought
a DCS in
the first
place."

and a Wrong Way
Computer Concepts Corporation

8375 Melrose Drive, Lenexa, KS 66214
Phone: (913) 541-0900 Fax: (913) 541-0169
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The setup
Two vertical, castered racks roll

Midcom's booth equipment into the
press box at away games. Once their
lids are removed, an Amek BC -2 mix-
ing console (in a third case) is con-
nected to them. The audio board has
been extensively modified for setup
and striking speed. Instead of sepa-
rate lines running into rear -mounted
XLR connectors, several 12 -pair cables
run into a custom port built into the
side of the mixer. Direct channel out-
puts are hard -wired through one of
these cables to serve communications
needs. Microphones, wireless micro-
phone receivers and other inputs are
assigned to dedicated channels on
the board. All of these components
are snapped together using four AMP
circular plastic connectors.

Creative miking for radio
football is a great idea

although its budget clearly
has yet to come.

While one Midcom technician sets
up the announcer stations and the
wireless microphone receiver anten-
nas, the other dials up KVIL, Dallas on
the ISDN line. As a CD plays through
the mixer, KVIL's auto -answer ISDN
terminal hardware answers at the sta-
tion. Immediately, the same CD -qual-
ity stereo audio comes back to the
control booth, on the same line, with
the KVIL producer's talkback on the
left channel. Only the return signal's
slight delay distinguishes it from the
CD player's output on the booth moni-
tors.

Terminal hardware
Although ISDN service may not be

available everywhere yet, the equip-
ment you need to connect
to it is. Vendors that have
been supplying large
firms with corporate data
communications gear are
beginning to sense mar-
keting opportunities for
this same hardware in the
broadcast industry. Thc
ISU 128 terminal adapt-
ers used on each end of
KVIL's line were provided
by Adtran of Huntsville,
AL, as a test of the con-
cept. So far, there have
been no problems.

This type of digital in-
terface usually involves
several different pieces of
equipment. In this case,
the components include

the codec (which
converts analog
audio to a digital,
data -reduced sig-
nal), the inverse
multiplexer(com-
bining multiple
ISDN circuits into
a single, wider
bandwidth path),
the network termi-
nation unit (some-
times referred to
as an NT -1, a stan-
dard interface re-
quired at every
ISDN hookup)
and the terminal
adapter (the

A small field package holds the terminal adapters (top) and digital
audio codecs (bottom) used to backhaul 20kHz stereo audio from the
stadium over a single Basic Rate ISDN circuit.

equivalent of the
telephone instrument providing call
management, signaling and routing).

Midcom's particular choice of in-
terface gear has some advantages. A
CDQ 2000 codec from Corporate Com-
puting Systems uses ISO/MPEG Layer
II (MUSICAM) audio data compres-
sion and incorporates an inverse mul-
tiplexer as an integral part of the
codec. It supports eight different, user -
selectable output data rates. Mean-
while, the Adtran ISU 128 units com-
bine the functions of terminal adapter
and NT -1 in one small chassis. These
consolidated features become even
more helpful in the field.

The creative side
The other star of this road show is

its miking and mixing technique. In
gathering sound for televised foot-
ball, parabolic microphone operators
routinely brave the sidelines just to
get the quarterback's count call to
match his camera close-up. Mean-
while, up in the booth, the typical
radio crew slings an EV-635 mic over
the rail so that the stadium will not

Two rolling vertical racks contain most of the audio and RFequipment that
goes into the control booth.

disappear when the announcers use
their cough switches. Creative miking
for radio football is a great idea al-
though its budget clearly has yet to
come.

Stereo sports audio for radio
need not worry about

matching the stereo image
to changing camera angles.

That old attitude crumbles in the
face of this brave, new approach. Four
wireless parabolas are used, two to a
sideline. During the game, one micro-
phone on each sideline follows the
line -of -scrimmage up and down the
field. These microphones are panned
hard left and right bringing the lis-
tener sounds from the field of play as
the quarterback might hear them. The
stereo image stretches from sideline
to sideline across the width of the
field as an end -zone camera shot
would look. Unlike television, how-
ever, stereo sports audio for radio

need not worry about con-
stantly matching the ste-
reo image to changing
camera angles so a con-
sistent, realistic sound
field can be presented.

The other two parabo-
las are panned center and
pick up general sideline
sounds. These mics are
eased in and out of the
mix as action dictates fo-
cusing primarily on the
Dallas coaches and play-
ers. This miking and mix-
ing technique can put lis-
teners closer to the ac-
tion than they could ever
get at the stadium, even in
the most expensive seats.
To avoid acoustical phas-
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When millions of eyes and ears
depend on you,

you'd better depend on Thomcast.
We are a company that stands for total commitment to radio and television transmission,

from service, maintenance and spare parts to transmitters, systems and full turnkey operations.
Thomcast unites the most experienced and knowledgeable radio and television frequency engineers and

project managers worldwide, providing the highest quality equipment solutions at the leading edge of technology.

Broadcasters all around the world need a sound and reliable partner with great innovation capabilities.

Thomcast meets that need.

THOMCAST
1, rue de Hautil - BP 150 - 78702 Gentians Sainte Honorine
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The setup uses frequency -agile wireless microphone systems in the
UHF and VHF bands.

ing problems, no two parabolas are
brought up together when they are
physically close to each other on the
same sideline. The crew has tried a
few surround -style experiments by
mixing the two scrimmage -line pa-
rabolas with one microphone's polar-
ity reversed.

In addition to the four parabolas,
the referee's wireless mic (using the
more interference -prone VHF frequen-
cies) is also brought up for penalty
calls.

Between the Cowboys' game
against Atlanta in November
and the Super Bowl, ISDN
rates decreased by more

than 70%.

Although broadcasts on the network's
flagship KVIL-FM, Dallas, are broad-
cast in stereo, the other stations on
the network carry the Cowboys in
monaural. About half of those sta-
tions are FM, however, and the
network's 15kHz mono distribution
circuits provide those stations' lis-
teners with a sound quality superior
to the average sports broadcast. Back
in the stadium control room, while
the crew works hard for an exciting
stereo mix, the fact that most of the
network's audience still listens in
mono is not forgotten. Mono monitor-
ing is only a push-button away, and it
is frequently checked.

Wireless microphones
When using wireless systems on

the road, frequency coordination is a
myth, and frequency agility is a must.
An RF spectrum analyzer will grow a
forest of green spikes just before game
time as every wireless microphone,
intercom and IFB in the stadium
is fired up. With better systems, if

a roving micro-
phone wanders
out of receiver
range, instead of
picking up RF
trash, the receiver
soft mutes the out-
put. The wireless
receiver on these
systems will gate
open again only
when it senses the
transmitter's pilot
signal.

This allows
some useful flex-
ibility to the
broadcast crew. A
reporter/an-

nouncer stationed on the sidelines
wears a wireless microphone, which
is fed directly to the control booth
announcers' headsets for communi-
cation purposes. The reporter's mi-
crophone system is also equipped
with a push -to -talk switch. The re-
porter can act as a field spotter for
the announcers when he is not on -air
and provide useful and reliable com-
munication without technician inter-
vention. If the reporter's wireless link
fails, the announcers' headsets are
not filled with noise.

To provide a monitor feed for those
down on the field, the announcers'
microphones and an IFB channel are
fed to the sidelines crew via 450MHz
belt -worn radios equipped with head-
phones.

When interference is encountered
on a wireless microphone frequency,
the frequency agility of each wireless
system allows it to be reassigned to
any of 94 slots within UHF TV chan-
nels 64 through 69.

Easy striking
For road games, most of the broad-

cast crew travels with the team char-
ter flight and they need to be able to
strike their gear in fairly short order.
Sensible road case design and consis-
tent packing technique allow the con-
trol booth and the on -the -field crews'
strikes to happen fast.

These techniques may stimu-
late similar developments
for other types of radio

sports coverage.

The real key to such a quick strike
is the heavy use of RF systems. The
speed at which this crew gets its so-
phisticated setup in and out of the
stadium would only be a dream if

traditional cable -pulling were in-
volved.

The price of success
Ironically, as ISDN gradually makes

its way into every press box and high -
quality digital backhaul becomes
more popular, those RF setups will
face increasingly crowded airwaves
in stadiums. More radio remote crews
will soon be using the technology and
the techniques already in place on
the worldwide Cowboys Radio Net-
work. The cost for ISDN service also
continues to drop precipitously. For
example, when the Cowboys played
the Atlanta Falcons in the Georgia
Dome last November, ISDN backhaul
to Dallas cost $700. On their next trip
to the same stadium for Super Bowl
XXVII, ISDN costs were only $190 -a
decrease of more than 70% within
about two months.

Beyond costs and conve-
niences, the most impressive

element of this kind of
coverage is its sound.

Beyond costs and conveniences,
however, the most impressive ele-
ment of this kind of coverage is its
sound. Listening is like standing on
the field in the middle of the play.
These techniques really wake up ra-
dio football, and they may stimulate
similar developments for other types
of radio sports coverage.

Acknowledgment: Thanks to Mike Simpson, Jay Wallace
and Alan Shebing of Midcom, Dallas.

OFor more information on
the equipment discussed

in this article, circle
(105) on Reply Card.
See also "Coders &

Decoders, Digital Au-
dio," "Digital Terminal
Equipment, Modems,"

"Microphones" and
"Mixers," on pp. 52-56 of

the 1994 BE Buyers
Guide.
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The original Shure FP32 set
the standard in field production
for portable stereo mixers. Now, with
the new FP32A, you can count on
getting even less. Noise, that is...30dB
less! In fact, the FP32A is so quiet
and improved that it's perfect for
use with DAT and other digital
recording media.

Professional Mixing You Can
Take Anywhere.

The Shure FP32A is a 3 -input,
2 -output portable mixer specifically
designed for:

 remote audio recording
 electronic field production
 electronic news gathering
si location film production
The FP32A weighs just 3.5 lbs and is can count on its durability and

only 2-1/4" H x 6-3/8" D x 7-1/4" W in size. ruggedness.

FP32A
P OR TABLE
S TER EOMIX ER

With 8 hours use from two 9V alkaline
batteries - or powered by any 12 to 30
VDC source - the FP32A goes wherever
you do. And since it's from Shure, you

So Many Features In So
Little Space.

Ycu get all the features of the
original FP32 plus:

 L8V phan7om power
 pop-up pan pots
 input level LED indicators
 mix bus jack and cable
 headphone mode switch
 mixer/monitor switch
 adjustable peak output LEDs
 stereo link for inputs 2 and 3
 more than 30 other new features

and improvements
So go to your nearest dealer and pick

up an FP32A. Once you use it, you'll
see why we're making so much noise
about something so quiet.

For the Shure FP dealer nearest
you, call 1-800-25-SHURE.

Come see us at Booth #11901. SHURE®
The Sound of The Professionals`.. Worldwide.

Circle (26) on Reply Card
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Audio format cost
analysis

By Laura Tyson

The Bottom Line: It may happen tomorrow or five years from now, but every
radio facility will face the cart -replacement decision. Many issues are involved,
including the station's programming format - now and in the future. Although
there are some compelling reasons to replace your analog equipment with digital
systems, it is important to decide which reasons apply to your situation, and when
to make the switch. A comparison of features and costs is a good place to start.

ID Nether you're ready to retire
your cart machines or you're
building new studios, you've

undoubtably confronted the difficult
issue of which new system(s) to se-
lect for audio storage and playback.

Immediately, several critical ques-
tions come up: Are digital systems
mature enough to fill this role? If so,
with so many different digital sys-
tems available, how can a broadcaster
be sure a given system will remain
current or even be around five years
from now? Is now the right time to
move to digital systems? Properly
maintained, cart machines can easily
last for another few years. Blank car-
tridge tape and shells will remain
readily available for some time. Few
formats have enjoyed the 30 -year run
that the analog cart has had. Is it
necessary to abandon this tradition
yet? Eventually, you will probably find
you cannot afford not to do so.

Consider the following issues:

Sound quality: Despite all the hype,
the appeal of CD -quality audio be-
comes a minor point in this discus-
sion. Everything else held equal, it's
unlikely that a station using analog
carts is losing share to the station
using digital playback sources. To the
listener, the difference is probably
insignificant, as long as the analog
machines are well maintained,
aligned, and the carts are in good

Tyson is a digital product specialist for Broadcast Supply
Worldwide, based in Blairstown, NJ. Respond via the BE
FAXback line at 913-967-1905.

shape. Those last caveats are impor-
tant, however. Analog systems are
subject to wide variations in perfor-
mance, and it's these types of distor-
tions (wow -and -flutter, high -fre-
quency rolloff, dropouts and mono -
sum phase cancellation) that your
listeners will hear and notice.

Simpler operation: Many digital sys-
tems eliminate cumbersome remov-
able -media management, and/or in-
corporate "smart operations," such
as salvo playback, automatic record -

$10

so

56

start audio sensing and automatic kill -
date detection.

Lower maintenance: Digital systems
require far less maintenance, most of
which involves hard -disk housekeep-
ing, LAN policing and keeping hard-
ware clean. Most repair involves
board or device -swapping. The ac-
tual number of operating devices may
also be fewer than in an equivalent
analog facility.

Cost sayings: Digital storage is now

LOW NM HIGH

$s -

so

DAT (90 min.) MD CD -WO 3.5" MO BERNOULLI 3.5"

FLOPPY

ANALOG

CART
Figure I. Media costs compared for a 60 -second stereo spot on various removable -

media recording systems. Where capacities allow, multiple cuts per carrier (up to the
full capacity of the carrier) are used forcalculation ofcost-per-spot. High/low variations
result from different hardware formats, media densities and optional use of data
reduction. In each case, best possible fidelity option and bulk media pricings are used.
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you have an Eventide VR240 Digital Broadcast Logger.

you'reFe missing the easiest, most efficient way to keep track

of everything that goes out on your air, and more. There's no
bulky, high maintenance. hard -to -use hardware. because Eventide has

compressed a complete 8 -to -24 channel digital broadcast logging

system into one easy -to -use three -rack -space device. There's no

need for a tape warehouse, either -the VR240 records up to ten days

worth of audio on a single ultra -compact DAT cassette. With the dual -

drive option, total unattended logging time stretches up to three
weeks. And yes, you can search and play a tape on one deck while

simultaneousiy recording audio on the other.

Without an easy, practical, multi -channel logging system, you're miss-

ing what's doing on with your crosstown competitors, what your
talent (and call -ins) really said on the air, when that commercial Cne Alsan Way  Little Ferry New Jersey 07643 USA

actually ran, who called your rortest lines, what the police and fire Tel: 201-641-1200  Fax: 201-641-1640
Circle (12) on Reply Card

dispatchers said. The VR240 even records modem, tax, and transmit-

te7' remote control telemetry transmissions. The advantages of logging

have always been clear. Now the Eventide Digital Broadcast Logger

gets rid of the disadvantages.

There's no broadcast logging system as advanced as the VR240. And

with hundreds of Eventide -built digital loggers already in service
worldwide. there's no other digital logger with our track record of
reliable service. So don't miss out-call Eventice or your broadcast
distributor for full information on the logger that makes full-time
logging practical: The Eventide VP240 Digital Broadcast Logger.

Eventide



cheaper than analog. Figure 1 shows
the average cost of a 60 -second spot
for various formats. Also remember
that analog carts are typically re-
placed or rewound after 500-1,000
plays, whereas most digital systems
support millions of record and play-
back cycles. Hardware costs of digi-
tal systems are also comparably or
lower priced than analog systems.
(See Figure 2.) For a radio station
building new studios, it probably
makes no economic sense to purchase
analog audio storage equipment.

*Physical space requirements: Digital
storage systems generally take up less
space than analog equivalents, espe-
cially when hardware and media stor-
age space are considered. (A hard -
disk system replacing multiple cart
machines and all their carts provides
huge space savings.) Some systems
can also eliminate (or reduce the size
of) the air studio's mixing console.
For LMA and duopoly operations,
multiple programming services can
originate from a single studio.

*Integration/auto-
mation: Digital
systems allow
consolidation of a
studio's operation
into fewer de-
vices, and ulti-
mately allow any
studio at a station
to be flexibly con-
figured via soft-
ware for any ap-
plication (e.g., on -
air, production or
news). Shared ac-
cess to a central
server minimizes
the need for du-
plication of stor-
age media and
cuts down dub-
bing time. Some
systems interface
with scheduling/
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tems offer the more familiar approach,
given the years of experience broad-
casters have had with the analog cart
machine. To play a spot or a song
with such a system, the media is
loaded into a machine, played, and
then removed. Many digital replace-
ment systems deliberately imitate this
style of operation. This type of hard -

Few formats have enjoyed
the 30 -year run that the

analog cart has had.

ware often appeals to large -market
stations where drastic changes of stu-
dio hardware can cause staff muti-
nies. Digital cart machines offer the
same tactile feel as an analog cart
machine. Examples of removable
media include 3.5 -inch floppy disks,
Bernoulli disks and magneto -optical
(MO) disks (of both 3.5 -inch ISO and
2.5 -inch Mini -Disc [MD] formats). DAT
and recordable CD might also qualify.

Although these systems can offer
reduced maintenance and higher au -

case of multiple, rotating spots on a
single cart, the operator loads each
cart to play one event. Many digital
cart machines maintain the same one -
event -per -cart relationship. This type
of operation most closely emulates
how analog cart machines are used.
Operation is labor intensive, but fa-
miliar and perhaps a bit more stream-
lined than using analog carts.
*Multiple spots per disk: Some of the
removable media in use with digital
cart machines has storage capacity
beyond a single 30- or 60 -second spot.
The greatest advantage to recording
multiple spots per media unit is cost.
As Figure 1 shows, the cost of a 60 -
second spot is dramatically reduced
if the storage potential is maximized.
Imagine throwing away all your 30 -
and 60 -second analog carts and re-
placing them with "carts" that record
an hour or more of audio. Instead of
80 carts each containing a single PSA,
one "cart" holds them all. Although
the cart library is reduced, the amount
of handling is not, however. Instead
of loading and unloading 80 different
carts 80 different times, the operator

still loads, cues
and unloads one
"cart" 80 times.

Access to the
multiple spots on
a single carrier is
another major is-
sue in this opera-
tional mode.
Hardware must
allow a fool -proof
way to select in-
dividual spots.
Consider also
how many spots
can be placed on
a single carrier
before operator
confusion/frus-
tration or access -
time problems
arise.

Some multicut
systems offer true
random access, al-
lowing two differ-

ent events to be played consecutively
from the same carrier, with no delay
between. Other hardware prohibits
this because of the delay in cuing
time from cut to cut on a single car-
rier. This affects the arrangement of
audio cuts on the carriers as well as
the number of playback devices re-
quired in the air studio.

so

I

SIM LOW - HIGH

I I I I

ANALOG CART CD DAT MD BERNOULLI 3.5" 3.5" MO

FLOPPY

Figure 2. Minimum startup hardware costs compared for various removable -media formats.
Cost calculations are based on prices of three playback and one record/playback device (or
four devices, if no play -only model is available), except for Bernoulli, where similar
functionality is provided by only three decks. Manufacturers' suggested list prices are used.
High/low variations result from different manufacturers and models.

traffic software
and allow auto-
mated playback and logging. Most
can also interface easily with CD, tape
or satellite -delivered programming.
These systems can unify and manage
many previously separate tasks.

Hands-on vs. hands-off
Perhaps the biggest single issue

among those just discussed is the
question of removable or fixedmedia.
Each type offers vast differences in
operation, cost and flexibility.

Of course, removable -media sys-

dio quality than analog cart machines,
they may not provide the full integra-
tion benefits of some fixed -media digi-
tal systems. They represent a more
direct replacement to the analog cart
machine.

Among removable -media systems,
two different storage approaches are
possible, each with divergent conse-
quences:

One event per disk: Traditional
analog carts have nearly always con-
tained one event per cart. Even in the

Fixed -media systems
Fixed -media systems represent an

entirely different set of options to
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More channels. More power. More versatility.
Only Dolby DSTL. systems offer you more.

The original Dolby DSTL already handles the most

demanding of paths, with better sound quality and more

spectrum efficiency and freedom from interference than any

other STL, digital or analog. But we heard you wanted more.

More Channels
Look no further than our new 4 -channel DSTL, ideal for

taking advantage of the new LMA/duopoly rules or when you

just need additional capacity. It conveys four program channels

and two RS -232 data channels in only 400 kHz of bandwidth.

All without giving up the features r
you need or the value you expect. i Wait, herds more

for even lower outage times and greater peace of mird. This

new feature for both the 2- and 4 -charnel versions can also be

extended to existing DSTL systems.

MoreVersatility
Where hot standby capability is a must, the HS1 aid HS2

units are optimized to intelligently control two sets o: DSTL

systems. Add our unique Analog Interface unit (Model Al2),

and you can control an analog backup STL and even a third

signal path.

More Power
If the 1 Watt output of the DSTL

can take you 50+ miles in a single

hop, 2 Watts gives you added margin

I Call us at 415-558-0200 with your path details. We'll I

I send you complete information plus a customized I

I affordably the DSTL can meet your reeds.

path analysis showing you just how efficiently and I

My lame ik  IN loam Mee Ss Form, G 111114113  lipir 415.55111N  hash 11548.1173  hin 34401
*Winans k  Warm I.  NNW siq Wad  klefkise 1111442101  hook 1113-811111111a 41411

r Mg.* kb use awl (ow= 01,11 le Lame t MOW

Expanded capacity, increased

output, unequaled flexibility.

No STL system offers yoJ more.

Dolby
Broadcast aucAity
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broadcasters. Unlike removable -me-
dia systems, operators never handle
the storage media. In most cases, spot
selection and control is done through
software. Programming can be sched-
uled in advance, and simply triggered
by the operator using the live -assist
mode, or operation can take place in
a continuously automated fashion in
the walkaway mode. Although these
systems are often referred to as "cart
machines" or "cart -replacement sys-
tems," this is inappropriate terminol-

ogy because they typically include
important additional functionality.

Hard -disk -based storage systems

A stack of CDs in a jukebox
can be thought of as a mass -
storage platform, operating
like a fixed media system.

represent the majority of fixed -media
systems available. Some hard -disk
systems involve proprietary, dedi-

cated devices, but most are PC -based.
Because most functions are based on
software, these systems' capabilities
are quite flexible. Networking mul-
tiple hard -drive systems provides
another option, either in the form of a
centrally located server with multiple
branches, or as a peer -to -peer serial
network.

Recordable CD
A special case among removable-

media systems involves the CD -WO
(CD -write once) storage format.
Once a CD -WO is fully written to

From San Francisco to Singapore
From New Zealand to New York

CCS Audio Codecs Connect the World

CDQ1000
Mono Codec

 10kHz , 8.2kHz or 7.5kHz
operation.

 CCITT G.722 and
MUSICAM compression
for universal compatibility.

 Bi-directional transmission.

 Ideal for news feeds, talk
shows or voice-over
announcements.

CD02001
Stereo Codec

 20kHz CD quality
transmission.

 New 18 -bit A/D converter.

 Selectable 32/48kHz
sampling rate optimized
for FM broadcasting or
recording studios.

 Remote controllable via
dial -up PC modem.

'NAB'
BROaDCaST

-y 1993
1.0

Discover Crystal Clear Digital Audio
Discover CCS

CCS
CCS Audio Products
33 West Main Street

Holmdel, NJ 07733. USA
908-946-3800 FAX: 908-946-7167

COME HEAR US
AT NAB '94

BOOTH #4826 CCS Europe GmbH

LudwigstraBe 45

D-85399 Hallbergmoos. Germany
+49 811/5516-0 FAX: 49 811/5516-55

Red Book standards (see "New
Audio Recording Formats," Feb-
ruary 1993), it can be played back
on any regular CD player. In this
case, CD-WOs can be freely in-
termingled with regular CDs
(containing music) in a CD
multiplayerjukeboxsystem. This
stack of CDs, once assembled in
a jukebox, can be thought of as a
mass -storage platform operating
like a fixed -media system. A ma-
jor difference is the unerasable
nature of CD -WO, however,
which does not allow the same
media to be reused when a spot
expires or requires an update.

Access time is also a problem
on some CD systems, because
the access time of a CD jukebox
does not allow back-to-back
events from the same machine.
Some of the more recent CD juke-
box systems minimize this prob-
lem by incorporating twin play-
ers, allowing back-to-back events
to be programmed from the same
stack of CDs. Careful scheduling
is still required to avoid both
players in the jukebox requiring
access to the same CD at the
same time.

Shop carefully
The options available for digi-

tal media also present an array
of costs for initial hardware in-
vestment. Figure 2 illustrates
some general cost ranges for
various removable -media for-
mats. These figures assume that
a basic startup complement in-
cludes three playback machines
for the on -air studio and one
record/playback machine for the
production studio. The excep-
tion is the Bernoulli system,
which can access multiple events
on a single disk seamlessly. To
provide equivalent operation to
other systems (including over-
lapping), only two machines are
required in the on -air studio.

Circle (19) on Reply Card
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Continental's 802B
THE ULTIMATE EXCITER

METER
SELECT

80213 Fla EXCITER

MULTIMETER

 FORWARD PWR

0 REFLECTED PWR

41 PA VOLTAGE

41 PA CURRENT

 AFC VOLTAGE

 MODULATION
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 APC

 22V
 -22V

 .511

 TEMP

 NWT:

VSAIR

Camtuunicd (s._qt2Intiei ecr2pf
410 P.O BOX 270879 DALLAS, TEXAS 75227-0879

214-381-7161 TELEX: 73-398 FAX: 214-3E1-4949
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A CREATIVE SOLUTION

To YOUR STL

PUZZLE

Jae.
vafew

Intraplex

If you've been

puzzling over your

STL options,
consider how
digital T1 fits.

A digital STL

over T1 lines is a

reliable, cost effec-

tive alternative to
radio STL. T1

STLs handle CD
quality uplinks and
backhaul, as well as

transmitter alarm
monitoring and conventional voice with
ease. And, plenty of room to expand
without FCC type approval concerns.

Intraplex offers the broadest range
of digital T1 solutions for your STL,
TSL, and LMAs. Talk to us about a
creative digital Ti solution to your
STL puzzle. Today.

Intraplex, Inc. (508) 692-9000.
In Europe, (44) 2%-66-1748.
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How to tame heavy duty
transmitter power

problems.
 Hold output

voltage within
±1%

 Power ratings
from 2 to
1680 kVA

 Maintenance
bypass plus other
options

 Rack mount units
available

WHR Series
STABILINE® Voltage Regulators
Transmitters placed in remote, unattended locations such as
mountain tops and wilderness areas require long utility power
lines which can cause damaging power aberrations. As a
result, power tube life can be reduced by as much as 70% and
the performance of other sensitive equipment is similarly
affected. WHR Series STABILINE6 Voltage Regulators correct
these problems permanently not only in transmitters but also
in receiving stations, studios and mobile production vehicles.
For full information, write or call 'led Gladis toll -free at

1-800-446-6161

SUPERIOR ELECTRIC Bristol, CT 06010
lel: 203/582-9561WARNER ELECTRIC
Fax: 203/582-3784

Fixed -media system hardware costs are harder to iden-
tify in any meaningful way because of the variation in
platform, hard -disk and networking configurations that
are possible. Comparison of fixed and removable -media
hardware really becomes an apples -and -oranges exercise
when you factor in the additional features that can be
easily included in many fixed -media systems (such as
automation and integration to traffic software).

Even what seem to be elementary comparisons are
complicated by the number of interacting variables in-
volved. For example, the 3.5 -inch floppy -disk media used
by several systems may require HD (1MB), ED (4MB) or
TD (13MB) diskettes, depending on the system and the
length or fidelity required. (User -selectable sampling rates
are offered by many systems, trading high -frequency
response for extended record times. Some systems also
double their storage capacity when recording monau-
rally, while others do not.) Data reduction adds another
layer of variation: floppy disk and MD systems require it;
CD -WO and DAT systems don't provide it; and 3.5 -inch
MO, Bernoulli and some hard -disk systems offer it option-
ally. Quantity pricing can also have a dramatic effect on
removable media cost.

Media reuse further complicates the calculation. Some
systems are simply not reusable, such as CD -WO. Others
are nearly infinitely rewriteable in a flexible, non-linear
fashion, while still others are like carts in that they are
rewriteable but in a linear fashion. (The latter case im-
plies that an individual cut can be rewritten on a multicut
carrier, but the new cut can run no longer than the cut it
replaces.)

Regarding hardware, most removable -media systems
offer record/play and lower -priced playback -only devices
(just like cart machines), but some formats are only
available in R/P configurations.

The best way to get a handle on all this is to decide what
your facility's ideal audio storage needs are first, and then
compare hardware and media costs for the systems with
capabilities fitting your design criteria. Consult your col-
leagues or manufacturers' references for their experi-
ences with these systems, as well. The process is cumber-
some and complex, but there is hardly a more important
decision in your facility's future. Armed with the right
information, you should be able to make an appropriate
choice.

Editor's note: The next issue of BE Radio (May 1994) will
include a detailed look at digital cart machines in the
"Radio in Transition" column.

For more information on cart
machine replacement systems,
see `Recorders, Audio," p. 56,
and "Playback Automation," p.

72 of the BE Buyers Guide.
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The newest member of the Audio Precision family of test instruments...the Portable One Plus
...A comprehensive, high performance instra.ment combiling sweep test and graphics capability with

12 audio measurement functions.
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Duopoly: Sign of
the times

James A. Kirkland

The Bottom Line: It's been nearly two years since the FCC liberalized its station
ownership rules, and the radio industry continues to reshape itself in response to
the changes. Improved business operations can result if broadcasters understand

$and follow the revised rules of the road

11E1hose in the radio business
hardly need to be reminded of
the tough economic realities
facing the business, which

stem only in part from a persistently
sluggish national economy. As the
number of radio stations exploded in
the 1980s, and more competing me-
dia chased limited advertising dol-
lars, station revenues were increas-
ingly squeezed harder and harder. An
increasingly popular strategy for cop-
ing with these realities focuses on
station consolidations - both local
and national - to gain operating effi-
ciencies and improve the bottom line.

Options for consolidation range
from relatively limited joint sales ar-
rangements, to broader agreements
involving programming and manage-
ment of independently owned stations
under contracts (known as local mar-
keting agreements or LMAs), to out-
right acquisitions.

The FCC has been aware of condi-
tions in the radio marketplace, and in
a major 1992 rulemaking it took sig-
nificant regulatory steps to permit
greater consolidation by relaxing its
national and local ownership rules.
The commission also clarified its poli-
cies with respect to LMAs and other
consolidation arrangements.

FCC radio ownership rules
Prior to 1992, the FCC's national

ownership rules permitted common
ownership of up to 12 AM and 12 FM
stations. In the initial decision of its

Kirkland is an attorney and a member of the law firm Mintz,
Levin. Cohn, Ferns. Glovsky & Popeo. Washington. DC.
Respond via the BE FAXhack line at 913-967-1905

1992 radio ownership rulemaking, the
commission substantially increased
these limits to 30 AM and 30 FM sta-
tions. Under pressure from Congress,
which expressed concerns about ex-
cessive concentration, the commis-
sion backed off and ultimately settled
upon a national ownership cap of 18
AM and 18 FM stations. In September
1994, these limits will automatically
increase to 20 AM and 20 FM stations.
In addition, a single entity can hold a
non -controlling interest in an addi-
tional three stations in each service
(AM and FM) if those stations are

controlled by minorities or by small
businesses.

With respect to local ownership,
the commission's former "duopoly"
rule prohibited a single entity from
owning two same -service (e.g., two
FM) facilities with overlapping ser-
vice contours, but allowed AM/FM
combinations. Under the new rules
adopted in 1992, the commission
adopted a 2 -tiered system. In markets
with 14 or fewer stations, one entity
can own up to three stations with no
more than two stations in the same
service. The number of stations a lic-
ensee can own in such markets, how-
ever, cannot equal or exceed 50% of
the total number of stations in the
local market. Thus, for example, a
company that already owns an AM/
FM combination in a market would
not be permitted to acquire additional
stations if that market had six or fewer
stations. In markets with 15 or more
stations, a licensee can own up to four
stations with no more than two sta-
tions in the same service. In addition,
the commission imposed a local au-
dience cap for this tier. The total
combined audience share of a single
licensee cannot exceed 25% of the
market at the time the application for
consolidation is filed unless the par-
ties can convince the FCC that exces-
sive local concentration will not re-
sult from such a combination.

The FCC recently solicited com-
ment on a petition for rulemaking
seeking liberalization and clarifica-
tion of its local ownership rules as
they apply to smaller markets.

Continued on page 26
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GATES 250 (c. 1934)
 15% efficiency
 Low-cost tube complement
 100% peak modulation capability
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HARRIS DX 10 (C. 1987)
 86% efficiency
 Digital solid state
 145% peak modulation capability

Our 60 Years of Continuous R&D
Have Benefitted MW Broadcasters

Who Don't Even Use Our Transmitters.
Make a dramatic improve-

ment in a Medium Wave (MW)
transmitter and you're bound to
get some attention.

It might even become a world
standard.

We know, because this has
happened with many Harris inno-
vations during our 60 years of
continuous investment in MW
transmitter research and develop-
ment.

Harris breakthroughs such as
PSM. PDM, PPDM and the first

uu-if71 HARRIS
ALLIED

solid state transmitters have pro-
gressively expanded limits of relia-
bility, performance and efficiency.
And, as world standards. they've
benefitted virtually every MW
broadcaster, regardless of who
manufactured their transmitters.

Our latest MW advance-
Digital Amplitude Modulation- is
again redefining customer expec-
tations. Just ask the more than
400 users of Harris DX Series
transmitters worldwide.

Whether you need the most
up -to -the -moment 1 KW MW trans-

mitter or a two megawatt digital
MW system, we invite you to con-
tact us.

U.S. and Canada:
Telephone: 217-222-8200
FAX: 217-224-1439

International:
Telephone: 217-222-8290
FAX: 217-224-2764
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Why not get everything professional
Digital Audio Workstations have to offer?
Create your best part out of 10 recordings and use it
in five different places... record 100 takes in the same
place, on the same track... synchronize sound FX to a
picture in less than a second... erase a word and bring it
back a week later... and do all this on a machine that
gives you instant access with incredible editing speeds,
the sound quality you want, and the reliability you can
count on, project after project.
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Optional DM -80-S Multitrack Manager control

for the Macintosh*- easy to leant, fast to use.

the Word.
Problem is, many DAWs just can't give you all of
these things.

Here's why:

Problem: Some systems use a single computer
for graphic user interface and for audio information
processing. This slows the whole system down, and
makes you wait.

The Answer: A workstation that sepa-
rates the hardware "engine" from the user
interface computer. This way, audio infor-
mation processing is not slowed down
by the user interface, and the interface
computer operates without the load of
additional tasks. And you save time and
money.

Problem: A system crash in the middle
of a complicated project could cost you as
much in time lost as some of the less pro-
fessional DAWs are worth. You should

expect reliability you can count on from
your DAW, and get it.

The Answer: First, call around. Check
the reputation of DAWs. We have DM -80s
working every day all over the world in
high volume production environments.
Our customers will tell you they're reliable.

Problem: Some systems don't give you a
user interface that's familiar and easy -to -use.

Th Answer: Buy a DAW that lets you choose either a
dedicated hardware remote that gives you familiar tape
recorder controls, or computer software control that is
simple to understand and easy to operate.

Problem: Some DAWs are the weakest link in the audio
chain. The DAW you buy should deliver sonics as good or
better than any piece of audio equipment you own.

The Answer: Choose a DAW from a company that knows
protesstonal audio, not just a company that knows comput-
ers. But most of all, ask audio professionals who own one.

We believe you'll find all these answers and more in the
Roland DM -80 Digital Audio Workstation. Call us at

(213) 685-5141, ext. 337, or FAX (213) 722-0911 for a
brochure. Or better yet, schedule a demo. You're going to
like what you hear.



"The thing is just impossible to screw up! The DM -80's non-destructive editing is
the only way to go-revisions are extremely easy, and very quick."

- DAVID ESCH
DIRECTOR OF COMMERCIAL PRODUCTION

WPNT CHICAGO

"Edits fast, sounds great, and doesn't break. The DM -80's multilayering capabilities and
simultaneous recording on all tracks gives us the flexibility to do whatever we want."

- JOEL VALENTINE

PRESIDENT

215T CENTURY SOUND DESIGN, HOLLYWOOD

(NORTHERN EXPOSURE?

the Word
on the street.

0 Roland Corp,,ranon l S 1993

"The first DM -80 paid for itself in two months, so we bought a second one...
I like the editing ease-no waiting. It's my 'word processor' for audio."

- MICHAEL STANTON

COMPOSER/ARRANGER

AUDIO PRODUCTIONS, INC., NASHVILLE

"The DM -80 is our secret weapon! It's a very enabling technology."
- MAZ & KILGORE

GRAMMY NOMINATED PRODUCERS

NEW YORK

"What goes in... comes out! And the sound is wonderful. Easy editing, plus easy
sync to video lets me concentrate on the creative aspects of the production."

111

- RICHARD FREITAS

EMMY AWARD NOMINATED AUDIO PRODUCER

THE DOVETAIL GROUP, CONNECTICUT

"Operational speed and ease of editing make the DM -80 the greatest
thing since sliced bread! We use it for all our production."

- VINCENT FUMO

SENIOR EDITOR

INDEPENDENCE BLUE CROSS, PHILADELPHIA

"The DM -80's power and speed allow me to complete a
half-hour television documentary every week. As an investment,

the DM -80 has proven to be a very smart choice."
-JIM HEFFERNAN

EMMY AWARD WINNING SOUND DESIGNER/PRODL CER

VIDEOSMITH, INC., PHILADELPHIA

(1ST FLIGHTS WITH NEIL ARMSTRONG,

Roland

Pro AudioVideo
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Joint ventures and LMAs
In its radio ownership decisions,

the commission also reaffirmed its
policies allowing separately owned
radio stations to function coopera-
tively in terms of advertising sales,
technical facilities, formats and
other aspects of station operation.
Each licensee must still retain ulti-
mate control over important aspects
of its station operation and program-
ming, however, and must comply
with the Communications Act, the
commission's rules and policies and
the antitrust laws. The commission
noted that operational joint ven-
tures are generally beneficial to the
radio industry and to the listening
audience because they enable sta-
tions to pool resources and reduce
operating expenses without neces-
sarily threatening competition or
diversity.

The commission did, however,
adopt new restrictions on joint pro-
gramming arrangements. The com-
mission determined that same -ser-
vice radio stations that serve sub-
stantially the same geographic area
can simulcast no more than 25% of
their programming during an aver-
age broadcast week. In addition, if
more than 15% of a station's broad-
cast hours per week are pro-
grammed by another station in the
same market, the programmed sta-
tion is counted as an "owned" sta-
tion of the licensee that provides
the programming when calculating
local radio ownership limits. The
FCC also required that agreements
providing for programming of one
station by another station in the
same market must be filed with the
commission. (The commission re-
fers to these arrangements as time
brokerage agreements, although
they are often considered by the
industry as simply a form of LMA.)

The FCC also reaffirmed certain
prior policies and requirements. In
past decisions approving LMAs (in-
cluding agreements involving the
use of broadcast facilities for up to
24 hours per day, seven days a
week), the commission has empha-
sized that control must be retained
by the licensee. Contractual provi-
sions preserving such control must
be written into those agreements.

Other joint
venture requirements

As a general matter, the commis-
sion has required that the licensee
employ the general manager of the
station, who must report solely to
the licensee, and further requires

Duopoly: A manager's
check list

By Dennis R. Ciapura

Although it is logical to view duopoly
station mergers on the basis of antici-
pated financial performance alone, the
human element is a less predictable
factor, and one that must be consid-
ered if paper projections are to be-
come reality. Sales forecasts won't

that the licensee retain ultimate con-
trol over the policies, programming
and operations of the station. The
commission has also stated that the
licensee must specifically retain the
responsibility to: 1) pre-empt, sus-
pend or reject programming; 2) air its
own station identifications; 3) main-
tain its own main studio within its
principal community contour; 4)
maintain its own public inspection
file and cover local community is-
sues; and 5) comply with the political
programming laws. These clauses
should not be viewed simply as "FCC
boilerplate" because they grant legal,
enforceable rights to the licensee that
could be exercised. Moreover, refusal
to honor these provisions, if brought
to the attention of the commission,
could be found to constitute an unau-
thorized transfer of control.

Because the licensee retains such
broad legal rights to control station
operations, anyone planning signifi-
cant investments in joint operations
should have a basic comfort level
with prospective licensee partners.
The FCC has also permitted liquidated
damages clauses if licensees should
exercise their retained termination
rights, although these damages may
not be so excessive as to deter lic-
ensee control.

Finally, a licensee who has leased
most or all of the time on its station
for an extended period of time may be
particularly vulnerable to challenge
at renewal time, on the ground that
its minimal record of service may not
entitle it to the normal renewal ex-
pected by a licensee.

These caveats do not appear to
have significantly diminished inter-
est in joint ventures and LMAs. Sta-
tions considering such arrangements
should nonetheless keep them in mind
as they go forward. This new environ-
ment for radio ownership offers many
business advantages and can result
in strengthened operations if proper
care is exercised. w

come true if the combined sales force
is not properly motivated to take best
advantage of a new duopoly opportu-
nity. Similarly, expected operating -
expense reductions from staff
downsizing won't be fully achieved if
the retained employees aren't suffi-
ciently motivated to take on the addi-
tional workload.

Making a duopoly scenario work as
planned is a particularly difficult man-
agement challenge because it takes
place under the worst possible condi-
tions: People are losing jobs, and those
who remain often feel that they should
be additionally compensated, a pro-
cess that is rarely included in the
plan. There is also the inevitable inse-
curity and volatility that comes with
any change, and few things in the
radio business have any greater dis-
ruptive impact than a duopoly merger.
This hardly creates the ideal environ-
ment in which to build a winning team
- and thus the engine of a winning
duopoly.

Fortunately, if the planning process
considers the operating cultures of
the involved stations, the likelihood
of encountering difficulties that might
impair the combo's business plan is
greatly diminished. Planning for the
transition must go well beyond rate
cards, traffic systems and coverage
maps - it must deal with the human
fabric that ties it all together. The
following is a duopoly check list based
on the experience of many duopoly
operators.

Anticipate the problems
1. Anticipate the difficult nature of
duopoly deals: Pre -contract confiden-
tiality makes it difficult to prepare the
staffs of either station for the inevi-
table operational changes and the
need to keep the acquired station's
performance up between contract and
closing exacerbates the problem. Ten-
sion will build as "takeover day" ap-
proaches.

2. Be prepared to handle typical pre -
closing concerns and perceptions: Em-
ployees at both stations will recog-
nize the fact that some jobs will be
eliminated. At the acquiring station,
the most frequent concern is, "The
employees at the other station will
work cheap and take our jobs." Mean-
while, those at the acquired station
think, "They're buying us, so our jobs
will probably be the ones that go." In
the sales department, a common sen-
timent is, "New account development
doesn't make sense because some-
body else might get my list anyway."

3. Develop a strategy to address post -
closing concerns and perceptions: As
the consolidation of operations pro-
ceeds, two employee perceptions in-
evitably develop: "The company is
improving its profits by increasing
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The Best Digital Audio Management System
Is Produced by the Company You rFrust...ITC

 Performance Capable  Broadcaster Friendly
 Benchmark Reliability  Flexible, Expandable

 Protected Investment

E njoy the many benefits of Digital Audio
management designed specifically for the broadcast
industry that only DigiCenter can offer. DigiCenter
accomplishes all audio operations with an ease and
efficiency that makes stations more profitableanc
their staffs happy.

DigiCenter is proven as a powerful and reliable
tool, providing simultaneous on -air and production
capabilities unsurpassed in radio. Capability that
increases theproductivity of all station operations.
DigiCenter's flexible design allows customization to
individual station needs making each application
unique to your requirements today and adaptable to
your plans for the future.

As another quality ITC product, DigiCenter is
guaranteed-not only in operation but also in your
satisfaction as an ITC customer. We stand behind our
products 100%. That's how we've gained our reputa-
tion for producing equipment so reliable we've set
broadcast industry standards for over 20 years.

Owners praise DigiCenter's Performance

 Andy Eubank, General Mgr. station WLHM:
"DigiCenter performs better than advertised. We
are delivering higher audio quality more efficiently
and our air and production staff love it:'

 John Sullivan, Owner, station WKJR:
"Profitability has increased dramatically since
we've been in operation with DigiCenter. We
couldn't be more pleased with the system's
performance and ITC's support."

 Jon Jenkins, Owner, station KWMT:
"DigiCenter has been paying big dividends since
the day we installed it. Our talent has been using it
right from the start with little training needed."

DigiCenter is easy to purchase and install.
ThroughITC's exclusive trade-in plan you can return
your old technology equipment to ITC for a generous
allowance on the DigiCenter, making your transition
from analog to digital a natural progression of tech-
nology exchange.

Call direct to our plant in Bloomington for more
information or to set up a hands-on demonstration.

The New Benchmark in Digital Audio

Corporation  2425 South Main Street  Bloomington, IL 61702-0241 U.S.A.
Phone: 1-800-447-0414, (309) 828-1381  FAX: (309) 828-1386
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our workload," and "Because the com-
pany is saving a fortune by consolidat-
ing operations, some of the savings
should be paid to the people who are
taking on additional workload." Also,
account executives resist selling combo
because they are comfortable in their
established selling mode. If the formats
are quite different, serious culture
clashes may develop. Acquired employ-
ees may be uncomfortable with new
company policies and procedures, and
consolidation of facilities may also be

problematic. Location, parking, tele-
phone systems, etc. may suddenly be
presented as urgent problems.

Take positive steps
to ease the transition

I. A pre-closingjoint sales arrangement
or LMA may be invaluable: This helps
maintain productivity during the
"limbo" period, which is in the best
interest of both buying and selling
parties. Acquired account executives
will strive to prove themselves. It

If you see this as a ten, not a binary two,
we've got the digital audio system for you.

The DAD486x Digital Audio Delivery
System combines the benefits, reliability, and
economics of modem computer technology to
provide a powerful CD quality digital audio
system that does not require a programmer to
operate it. With DAD on the job, you can
instantly switch between Live Assist and fully
Automated formats, and reap the advantages
of instantaneous access to hundreds of tracks
or completely controlled programming.

Operating DAD requires virtually no
learning curve, as it emulates the equipment
that you have always used. The optional
Touchscreen is the ultimate in intuitive opera-
tion, or you can use the same fader starts or
other remote controls that you do now. The
super fast Graphic Waveform Cut and Paste
Editing will make you wonder how you ever
tolerated grease pencils and razor blades. And
interface to satellite program networks is so
easy that it takes only minutes to install, no
special software required.

Maybe the most remarkable feature of
DAD is that it runs under DOS, the most

commonly utilized software in the \\ 'rid, and
on standard off the shelf hardware. Mainten-
ance support, parts, and expansion hardware
can be easily obtained anywhere. And you are
assured that as computer technology contin-
ues to evolve, DAD will grow with it. You
never need to be out of date. There are no
monthly licensing fees and upgrades are free
for the first year.

DAD can be configured to fit any size
facility, from a stand alone Workstation that
does double duty for both Production and
On -Air to multiple Workstations, each
equipped for a specific application, operating
on a true Local Area Network. Redundancy
and backup features can be configured to meet
any need or budget. And DAD talks to CD
Jukeboxes, Routing Switchers, and more.

DAD486x rates a "Ten" as the ultimate
digital audio system!

To receive more information call us at 1-800-ENCO-SYS
ENCO 1866 Craigshire Drive, St. Louis, Missouri 63146 USA
SYSTEMS, INC Tel: 800-362-6797 or 314-453-b060 Fax: 314-453-0061

also relieves some of the pre -closing
anxiety, affords the opportunity to
assess account executive perfor-
mance before takeover, and presents
an early example of the stations work-
ing together.

2. Arrange for merger -announcement
meetings with both stations' employ-
ees: Ideally, both selling and acquir-
ing parties should be represented,
and the seller should endorse the
buyer. Resist the temptation to pro-
vide too much assurance about job
security. The staff will feel they have
been misled when the terminations
come, and management credibility will
be seriously damaged. Offer instead a
simple explanation of the changes in
the industry that have necessitated
combining stations to keep them vi-
able (thereby keeping the greatest
possible number of people employed),
and commit only to try to keep as
large a staff as possible, consistent
with the economic realities of the
times.

3. Make the necessary changes at clos-
ing and get them done with: Termina-
tions that are spread over time create
lingering morale problems, which may
affect productivity and/or result in
the loss of key people. Know exactly
what your staffing requirements are
before closing. Decide which termina-
tions will be buyer's and which will be
seller's when the deal is negotiated
and execute them promptly and deci-
sively.

4. Schedule an informal eveningstation
event as soon as possible after closing:
This helps to break down cultural
differences and gives station manage-
ment an opportunity to form a rap-
port with the new employees. It also
helps to put the unpleasantness of
the past aside and establish a positive
environment. Trade -out the event and
make sure that everyone knows it's a
trade -out.

5. The management bearing of the local
GM is critical to a successful transition:
Make sure all department heads un-
derstand the station's business plan
and quickly establish or re-establish
regular weekly department -head
meetings. Be sensitive to complaints,
but firm in direction, and do not enter-
tain compensation negotiations. The
GM must not fall into becoming the
ombudsperson of the employees and
must always present a positive atti-
tude to every station employee.

Personnel issues inevitably present
the most difficult element in station
consolidations. Following these pro-
cedures can minimize problems and
maximize benefits for the consolidated
operation's staff and licensee. I;11

Ciapura is executive vice president of Noble Broad-
cast Group, San Diego,
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THE BETTER DIGITAL STL SYST M

MORE PERFORMANCE

FOR LESS EXPENSE

Digtal technology is
revolutionizing and

improving our lives
daily, and Studio -to -

Transmitter Links are
no different. If superior
audio quality is

important to your
listeners, TFTs

DMM92 Digital STL is
your choice.

XIII

Superior Audio
The STL d(_.!sn't have to

be the weakest link in

your programming chain.

With the TFT DMM92,

digital quality of 0.05%

THD, 85 dB SNR and

stereo separation is

transmitted faithfully from

studio to transmitter. As

more digital studio and

transmitter equipment

becomes available, the

TFT DMM92 is ready

thanks to built-in

AES/EBU inputs/outputs.

INC Sound Quality for over 20 years

Six Channel
Capacity
Now two or more
stations can operate

from the same studio,
using the DMM92/ TF-
9100 STL. The system

can deliver four 15 kHz

program channels and

two voice/data channels

to multiple sites. Plus,

its spectral efficiency

permits operation of
analog FM subcarriers

well within the FCC legal

limits.

Choice of Audio
Compression
With a decision on an

audio compression

standard in flux, the TFT

DMM92 doesn't Force

an irrevocable choice. It

accommodates changes

when new encoding

algorithms are available.

Better Price
Value
DMM92 aucio quality,
spectral efficiency and

-flexibility make life

easier for programmers

engineers and for
owners is the most
economical digital STL
solution today.

MEI
DMM92E, 9 1 00Tx, 9 107Rx,

DMM92D and Digital 571_ Prmer (available upon request)

3090 OAKMEAD VILLAGE DR. SANTA CLARA, CA 95051  800/347-3383  408/727-7272  FAX 408/727-5942
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Radio in
Transition

New directions in
microphone design

y Bruce Bartlett with Jenny Bartlett

New microphone developments have much to offer radio
broadcasters.

1111 icrophone developers never
seem to rest. Many of their re-
cent product introductions are

aimed at radio broadcasting applica-
tions. Among these are mics designed
for announcing, panel discussions,
news, sports and radio drama.

This overview will consider how
new microphone developments im-
prove upon past performance in each
of those common radio applications.

Microphones for
announcing and voice-over

For announcer applications, the
most common types of micro-
phones are these:

 Large diaphragm cardioid (or
switchable-pattern) condenser

 Multiple -D cardioid dynamic
 Large diaphragm cardioid dy-
namic with adjustable frequency
response

In the large condenser group, a
trend toward lower -cost mics is
developing. For example, the AKG C-
3000 uses a new diaphragm design
that costs less to manufacture. The
mic includes multiple polar patterns
and a bass-rolloff switch. The
Neumann TLM-193 keeps its price

Bruce Bartlett is a microphone engineer and technical
writer for Crown International. Elkhart. IN. Jenny Bartlett is
a freelance technical writer. Respond via the BE FAXback
line at 913-967-1905

down by omitting some bells and
whistles. In this no -frills model, the
attenuator pad and rolloff switches
that are found on most other
Neumann designs are left out, and the
mic's pickup pattern is fixed in the
cardioid mode. You give up some
versatility, but on a mic that is dedi-
cated to announce -use only, this may
be a reasonable trade-off for the re-
duced price. Other lower -priced, car-

The Shure SC system is an example of relined wire-
less microphone design.

dioid-only, large -diaphragm condens-
ers are the Audio-Technica AT 4033
and Beyer MC -834.

Another model combines the best
of old and new. The AKG C414B/TLII
uses a mic capsule of 1950s vintage,
while the electronics are state-of-the-
art and transformerless. The mic of-
fers four polar patterns, a pad, and a
bass rolloff. Transformerless output

is also featured on a brand new large
diaphragm, 3 -pattern microphone
from Audio-Technica, the AT4050/
CMS.

Several other manufacturers (As-
tatic, Groove Tubes, Stedman and
Manley) have also developed new
large -diaphragm condensers worth
looking into.

Multiple -D mics are commonly used
for announce applications. The spe-

cial construction of these mics
uses multiple rear sound -entry
ports, placed at several different
distances from the diaphragm.
This greatly reduces proximity ef-
fect of the microphone. (Proxim-
ity effect refers to the overempha-
sis of low -frequency sound when
the mic is placed close to the sound
source.) This design philosophy
also reduces plosives ("p -pops")
and handling noise.

The latest trend in multiple -D
mics involves the use of new mag-
netic materials, such as neody-
mium. An example is the Electro-

Voice RE27N/D. Neodymium magnets
are more powerful than traditional
alnico designs, so these mics can be
up to 6dB more sensitive. The result-
ing higher output reduces mic-pre-
amp noise, producing a quieter and
more natural sound.

Another traditionally popular an-
nounce mic is the large -diaphragm
dynamic cardioid (such as the
Sennheiser MD421 or Shure SM-7).
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When looking for a digital audio system
for automation of satellite programing or live assist,
there would appear to be many choices. But if
you're looking for a system which is flexible enough
to give you total control without sacrificing your
sanity, there is only one choice. The Phantom by
RDS.

You will see the difference as soon as
you see the Phantom in action. The display provides
you with all of the information you need to see in
a dean, concise manner, without the crowed look
that you'll find in other systems. If you are familiar
with the most popular software on the PC, then
you may already know how to use the Phantom.
The Phantom's pull -down menus guide you through
all of the steps involved in setup and dai.y
operation, from creating and scheduling docks to
creating and editing logs.

ITAIVWC0.1V1
Digital Audio Automation

The Phantom ends the confusion of
automation by keeping everything organized. The
Phantom simplifies your daily operations by
keeping information such as input changes, voice
changes, and dock changes in their own individual
schedules rather than in the log. You can leave those
liners and other voice drops out of the log because
the Phantom will do them for you. The Phantom
allows you to date new schedules to begin weeks,
months, or even years in advance. When your
satellite network informs you that there will be a
voice substitution on Thursday, two weeks from
today, you can prepare for it today.

The Phantom can retime spots to fit them
cleanly into a satellite break without inserting
silence, overlapping, or running late. The Phantom

can create reports to keep you informed on a
number of topics, from a list of expired spots to
an analysis of potential mistakes in your log. The
Phantom also maintains a history of system
activity.

The Phantom has the features that others
would want you to believe are theirs exclusively.
The Phantom remains completely functional during
recording, sensing relay dosu:es and starting breaks
as easily as it does when it is not recording. The

Phantom can fill incomplete breaks with spots
from a list you specify without ruining product
separation.

While other systems tie your hands and
limit your flexibility by only offering 3 or 4 inputs,
the Phantom gives you 6 stereo inputs, using its
AMX-84 solid state switcher, with the option of
increasing the number of inputs to 14 or more. If

your station is News/Talk, you know how important
this car_ be.

The Phantom allows you to change the
sampling rate, digital format, and stereo/mono
settings at will to meet your needs for an
individual spot. The Phantom offers a number
of digital formats, inducing the new Dolby
AC -2 format, as an option.

Call us today to find out how your station can benefit from the advanced
technology of the Phantom and the experience of RDS.

1.800-521-5222 IT
912-987.2501  FAX: 912-987-7595

P. 0. Box 980, Perry, GA 30169 I A

REGISTER
DATA
SYSTEMS
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These mics generally have a flat response for distant
sounds and a moderate bass boost for close work -
an effect that many announcers use to their advan-
tage. A bass rolloff switch is usually included to
reduce the proximity effect if it is not desired. Larger
diaphragms are less prone to problematic proximity
effect, however, and these mics are also less likely to
produce plosive problems than smaller -diaphragm
directional mics. Newer versions of this style are
becoming available with neodymium magnets, such
as the Electro-Voice RE38N/D.

e .

1111111 .

The Nady 950 is another wireless microphone system appropriate for use
by radio broadcasters.

NAB BOOTH 1912

INTRODUCING
NAUTEL NE50

DIGITAL
FM EXCITER

AND FEATURING
SOLID STATE AM & FM TRANSMITTERS

FM 4 KW, 7 KW, & 10KW
AM 1 KW TO 100 KW & HIGHER

The new NAUTEL NE50 Digital FM Exciter will further enhance the performance
advantage of solid state NAUTEL FM Transmitters.

The Exciter uses Direct Digital Synthesis (DDS) to generate the modulated FM carrier.
This produces a signal of exceptional spectral purity and CD quality audio fidelity
which does not degrade over time.

Designed for tomorrow's direct digital input, the NAUTEL NE50 accepts today *s
composite, mono and SCA inputs using a revolutionary A to D technique with ultra
low distortion and noise.

Phone (902) 823-2233 Canada FAX: (902) 823-3182

NAUTEL

Nautical Electronic Laboratories Limited

RR#1 Tantallon, Halifax County

Nova Scotia, Canada BOJ 3J0

Nautel Maine Inc.

201 Target Industrial Circle

Bangor, Maine 04401 U.S.A. nautel
Circle (30) on Reply Card

Panel discussion
A common setup for the roundtable

or panel discussion application em-
ploys several multiple -D mics on
booms. Again, the recent use of neody-
mium gives these mics a higher out-
put level. An alternative approach
finding some recent favor uses bound-
ary mics in this situation. They pre-
vent the "phasey" sound of comb -
filtering, which is caused by table
reflections and the pickup of one voice
by multiple, spaced -apart micro-
phones. One omnidirectional bound-
ary mic in the center of a round table
picks up the same amount of indirect
sound and noise as eight cardioids
placed on stands at normal miking
distances. The latest models of bound-
ary mics, such as the Crown PZM-30D
have switchable high -frequency re-
sponse-boosted for extra clarity, or
flat for a natural sound. Another new
model from Neumann (the GFM 132)
has a wide -range response and ex-
tremely low noise.

This application can also be served
by using a group of cardioid bound-
ary mics. In this case, each person is
given an individual mic or every two
people share one. These mics can be
fed to an automatic mic mixer (such
as the Audio-Technica AT-MX341 or
Shure FP -410) that attenuates all the
mics that are not in use. The resulting
sound is much clearer than if all the
mics were on at once. Some new mod-
els of cardioid boundary mics, such
as the Crown PCC-170GT have an in-
ternal gating circuit, so this same ef-
fect can be achieved when using an
ordinary mixer. Other manufacturers
have also introduced boundary mi-
crophones of omni or directional de-
sign, including AKG, Audio-Technica,
Shure and Schoeps.

News gathering
The standard hand-held mic for

news announcing and interviews is
an omni dynamic, often with internal
shock -mounting insulation added.
Examples of this include the well -
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A 60 Second Look
at the Last 25 Years in

Commercial Radio.
The DSE 7000.

The fastest

digital

workstation

for radio

production.

Simplest to use.

And still the

best way to get

sixty seconds

of history

on the air.

Orban.

Celebrating

25 years

in broadcast.

orban
H A Harman International Company

he Eagle has landed...New York

State Thruway is closed, man...And

Pepsi's got a lot to give... Wake Up,

Maggie, I think I've got something to

say to you...Peace is at hand...Bye, Bye,

Miss American Pie...I am not a crook...

I shot the sheriff...Plop Plop, Fizz Fizz...

Tramps like us, baby we were born to...

Hi, I'm Jimmy Carter..Ah, Ah, Ah, Ah

Stayin' Alive, Stayin' Alive...No

Nukes...Are you better off than you

were four years ago?... Have a Coke

and a smile...She's got, Bette Davis

eyes...Where's the beef?...Beat it!...Beat

it!...Four more years...What's love got to

do with it?...Garby! Garby!..We are the

world, we are...The ultimate driving

machine...The Dow fell over 500 points

today...I'm Tom Bodette for Motel

Six...we'll leave the light on for ya...

That's "potatoe" with anaE"....You got

the right one baby, Uh Huh!

There is just no faster way to

slice through 25 years of radio, or

your next sixty seconds, than the

DSE 7000. The New Speed Of Sound.

0 1994 AKG Acoustics. Inc. ( khan and O1'I1MOD are registered trademarks of AKG Acoustics, Me.
All other tnulemarks are property id their respective companies. 1525 Alvarado St., San Leandro. CA 94577 USA Phone 1.510.361.3500 Fax 1.5108351.0500. In Canada contact: 514.595.3966



known Electro-Voice RE -50 and DO -
56, and the increasingly popular Beyer
M-58. Neodymium also is found in
new designs of these microphones,
such as the Shure VP64.

Omni microphones inherently pos-
sess the same benefits that the mul-
tiple -D technique tries to provide to
directional mics - no proximity ef-
fect, reduced plosive and wind -noise
effects and low handling noise. If an
omni mic is placed close to its sound

source, as it often can be in radio, it
rejects background noise and ambi-
ence almost as well as a cardioid mic.
In fact, the advantages of a cardioid
or other unidirectional mic are out-
weighed by its drawbacks when used
up close. The omni gives equal or
better sound quality for less money,
as long as the sound source is close.
Try an omni mic in such situations -
including DJ/announcer positions -
if you haven't before. You'll probably

AN EXCLUSIVE
*A. EVENT

1""
here are moments in the course of a manufacturing

Company's life that become historical milestones, not only
for the Company itself, but for the whole industry.

EXCLUSIVE FM, AEV's newest FM broadcasting processor,
represents one of such milestones. It's an event.

A truly extraordinary event, setting a faster pace in the
evolution of FM broadcasting.

To emphasize only some of EXCLUSIVE FM's features
would be like diminishing it.

AEV is pleased to invite Radio and TV Broadcasters the world
over to contact its Dealers for detailed information,

as well as to verify, in the course of a hands-on
demonstration, the meaning of the word "extraordinary".

ELECTRONIC BROADCAST EQUIPMENT

1

I
a

AEV  ITALY  Phone 39 + 51 + 950249 / 950350 Fax 950201

be pleasantly surprised. (For studio
applications, try a small -diaphragm
condenser omni, such as those from

Low-cost, single -point stereo
mics have become quite

popular for news and sound-
gathering work.

AKG, Audio-Technica, Bruel & Kjaer,
Neumann, Schoeps, Sennheiser or
Shure.)

Another new approach for inter-
view applications is the wand -style
microphone. These designs, such as
the Sony ECM -510 and the Audio-
Technica AT859B, use a small, omni-
directional condenser capsule (simi-
lar to a lavalier mic) at the end of a
thin tube about a foot long, with a
wide handgrip at the connector end.

Low-cost, single -point (or coinci-
dent) stereo mics have become quite
popular for news and sound -gather-
ing work. These microphones can
provide excellent, mono -compatible
stereo for considerably less cost than
earlier single -point stereo models.
They are compact, lightweight, bat-
tery- or phantom -powered, and rela-
tively easy to use in the field. Some
examples are the AKG C522MS, Au-
dio-Technica AT -825, Beyer MC742,
Crown SASS -P MKII, Josephson
Engineering's Jecklin Disk and sphere,
Sennheiser MKE44P, Shure VP -88 and
Sony ECM-MS5. Most come with a
handgrip. Some of these mics are XY
or near -coincident, while some are
MS. They're ideal for interviews plus
ambience in stereo, or just for collect-
ing ambient sound.

The stereo shotgun is another rela-
tively new design, typified by the
Neumann RSM 191. It combines a side-
facing bidirectional capsule with a
front -facing short shotgun. The two
patterns are matrixed in an MS con-
figuration. A stereo pickup with the
reach of a short shotgun results. This
mic is ideal for stereo news gathering
in areas with high background noise
levels.

Another new design among shot-
gun mics (this one a mono design)
eliminates the need to choose be-
tween the advantages of a short tube's
more natural sound and a long tube's
tighter pattern. The AKG CK68ULS is
a long shotgun mic that can be
switched to short -tube operation at
any time. The short tube is good for
close-up interviews in noisy environ-
ments while the long tube can be
used for more distant pickup. Electro-

Circle (15) on Reply Card
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Don't Gam
At NAB..

See the entire line of Audioarts consoles exclusively at Bradley Broadcast, Booth 4002, including:

The R-10 modular mix:ng console, proving tacit low cost
is compatible with great quality. A suitable investment for

any studio where space or budgets are tight.

The MR -40, one of Audioarts'

best kept secrets. Ws a four -

track production board with
an added dividend: it's always
ready to go on the air as well.

The legendary A-50 modular mixing console, a serious mixer for

on -air or stereo production work. A rock -solid investment.

These consoles compound your rewards with spectacular
audio performance and intelligent design. They're backed
by the full faith and service of Bradley Broadcast and
Audioarts Engineering, companies who care about
finding the equipment that's in YOUR best interest.

Can't wait until NAB? Call Bradley today, before you invest.

Invest instead!
INPrOAIPY
1-800-732-7665

Cv-cle(1filoriFieplyCdrd



Voice also offers its RE45N/D, a short -shotgun dynamic mic
with integral hand -grip, unique among today's shotgun -style
designs. The dynamic transducer eliminates the need to power
the mic, which is especially welcome to news reporters who
desire consistent, simple operation.

Sports
For sports announcing, a headworn mic is generally best.

The latest models in this class are lightweight and provide
high-fidelity audio. Examples include the Countryman Isomax,
Crown CM -312 or Sennheiser HMD224X. In these models, the
mic is placed on the side of the mouth to prevent plosives and
other breath sounds.

If background noise or PA feedback are severe, you can use
one of the new differential or noise -canceling headworn mics,
such as the AKG Q34 or Crown CM -311. These isolate the
announcer from crowd noise or traffic-copter noise, yet sound
natural. Crowd reaction and sound effects at sporting events
are best picked up by one of the stereo mics discussed earlier,
while the boundary mics previously mentioned can be used for
close-up, on -the -field effects, such as foot sounds, ball bounces,
car passes, golf -ball hits and so on.

Wireless microphones may also be useful in sports applica-
tions. (See "Chasing the Cowboys," pg. 6.) Recent develop-
ments in this area include less -expensive and/or higher -perfor-
mance designs from a number of manufacturers, including
Audio-Technica, Beyer, Lectrosonics, Nady, Ramsa, Samson,
Sennheiser, Shure, Sony, Telex and Vega. Longer battery life,
smaller size and other operational conveniences have also

tr

The Audio-Technica AT4050/CM5 is a new and versatile large -
diaphragm, switchable-pattem condenser microphone.

Now you can link together readers of any of Intertec's magazines to
create the most powerful network for your sales message.

And give your ad budget a power boost, too. Your network buy
qualifies for our all -way combination rate. That can result in more ad

insertions for basically the same dollar investment.

G YOUR CUSTOMERS ADDS

POWER TO YOUR SALES MESSAGE

A.\ -D TO YOUR BUDGET.

Talk to any of our publishers or your Intertec marketing manager
about how a custom-made network can add power to your

message, and your budget.

eimrERTEcPUBLISHING

been incorporated in many of these
new models. (See "Production," Feb-
ruary 1993.)

Radio drama
The coincident stereo mics men-

tioned earlier can also work well for
dramatic productions. Typically, a
group of actors read their lines in a
semi -circle around a single stereo mi-
crophone. The mic accurately con-
veys their distances and lateral move-
ments.

For headphone listening, binaural
productions can be even more strik-
ing in their realism. The best micro-
phone tool here is the dummy head. It
has two mic capsules mounted in the
ear canals of a mannequin head. Cur-
rent models (Neumann KU -81i, HEAD
Acoustics HMS II) are equalized to
give a flat perceived response. This is
necessary because the diffraction of
the dummy head causes peaks and
dips in the response. The equaliza-
tion compensates for these effects.

It's obvious that microphone com-
panies have been busy producing new
models with lower cost, higher fidel-
ity and greater convenience. Check
out what's new in microphones to see
how they can improve your station's
productivity and sound.

For more information on
microphones, circle (102) on
Reply Card. Also see "Micro-

phones," p. 55 of the 1999 BE
Buyers Guide.
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High Quality Digital Audio.
1"11.1111.00°""MIIPMP

Cornrex
DX -100

Comrex
DX -200 Series

 

imiamomm
Comrex

DXP/DXR

...At Dial -Up Prices
Comrex' family of digital audio codecs let you take maximum advantage of switched
56 and ISDN telephone services to send high quality audio at dial -up rates. This
broad range of codecs allows you to choose one that best fits your application:

DXP/DXR - (G.722 coding) transmits 7.5 kHz full -duplex audio on a single
switched 56 or ISDN circuit

DX -200 Series - (ISO/MPEG Layer II coding) affordable 15 kHz stereo.

DX -100 - (apt -X coding) for applications requiring maximum bandwidth,
minimal delay and higher immunity to transcoding artifacts

Comrex digital audio codecs are available from BSW,
the supplier with over 20 years of experience

serving the needs of radio broadcasters.
Contact your BSW representative for orders or information.

Phone: 800-426-8434 Fax: 800-231-7055

BROADCAST SUPPLY WORLDWIDL

7012 27th Street West Tacoma, WA 98466 USA
Ciro Ir 181 or, Reo C,ar-1



RE: Radio

omparative evaluations of pro-
ponent digital audio radio

(DAR) systems will soon be under
way at the Electronic Industries
Association's DAR Subcomm ittee's test
laboratory. The facilities for
these tests have been es-
tablished at the National
Aeronautics and Space
Administration's (NASA)
Lewis Research Center in
Cleveland.

The seven proponent DAR
(also referred to as digital
audio broadcasting or DAB)
systems will be subjected
to rigorous testing proce-
dures that will culminate in
the recommendation of a
DAR system (or systems) to
the FCC. The proposed sys-
tems (and their methodolo-
gies) are as follows: AT&T
(in -band, adjacent -channel), AT&T!
Amati Communications (in -band, on-
channel [IBOC]), Thomson Consumer
Electronics for Eureka 147/DAB (new
band), USA Digital Radio FM Imple-
mentation No. 1 (IBOC), USA Digital
Radio FM Implementation No. 2
(IBOC), USA Digital Radio AM (IBOC),
and Voice of America/Jet Propulsion
Lab (new band, direct broadcast sat-
ellite). Amati, Thomson/Eureka and
VOA/JPL have each submitted two
variants of their formats, so testing
will actually be administered to 10
separate systems.

EIA testing of digital
radio systems to
begin

By Randall T. Brunts

The systems face off in their first comparative tests.

Testing of individual systems will
begin after test preparation proce-
dures have been completed and au-
dio test materials have been selected.

channel impairments by determining
threshold of audibility (TOA) of im-
pairments and point of failure (POF,
when the signal is no longer listen -
able).

The DAR proponent tests will be conducted in the eight foot by six foot
Supersonic Wind Tunnel Office and Control Building at the NASA
Lewis Research Center in Cleveland.

Brunts is the EIA 's Digital Audio Radio (DAR) Subcommit-
tee Chairman.

The test scheme
Testing at Lewis will address the

issues of DAR systems' sound quality,
their immunity to multipath and other
interference, the possibility of their
introducing objectionable interfer-
ence to other services, their ancillary
data capacity, and their degradation
characteristics at reception area
thresholds. The Lewis tests will also
measure the digital signal quality and
performance of all DAR systems, and
the compatibility with existing ser-
vices of in -band DAR systems.

The first phase of testing will evalu-
ate objective signal quality and signal
failure and it will also consider
multipath, co -channel and adjacent -

The audio output of the
digital receiver tests, in-
cluding any impaired sig-
nals, will be digitally re-
corded and sent for expert
subjective listening tests to
be conducted at the Com-
munications Research
Centre's (CRC) Subjective
Quality Assessment Labo-
ratory in Ottawa, Ontario,
Canada. Digital recordings
will be made at the output
of the analog receivers dur-
ing in -band compatibility
tests for subjective evalua-
tion by industry experts.

Testing schedule
The testing process is divided into

the following major segments:

1. The seven proponent systems are
installed and demonstrated in the
test laboratory.

2. Each of the proponent systems is
interfaced and calibrated.

3. Audio test materials are auditioned
for the choice of most critical ex-
amples to be used in the quality
and impairment tests.

4. Digital transmission tests are con-
ducted for quality, signal failure
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Specific tests

A. Calibration and stability checks of
proponent and test bed equipment
(repeated throughout process)

B. Signal failure characterization
1. Noise
2. Co -channel interference
3. Multipath and noise

C. DAR performance quality with other
impairments (7 tests)

D. DAR -to -DAR interference with no
other impairments: Co -channel,
first- and second -adjacent

E. Repeat test D with multipath added
for FM systems, Rapid fading added
for AM system

F. DAR -to -analog interference with no
other impairment: Co -channel, first -
and second -adjacent

G. Repeat test F with multipath added
for FM systems, Rapid fading added
for AM system

H. Analog -to -DAR interference with no
other impairment: Co -channel, first
and second -adjacent

I.. Repeat test H with multipath added
for FM systems, Rapid fading added
for AM system

J. Signal re -acquisition time (interleav-
ing test)

K. Transmission quality tests
1. Selection of critical audio samples
2. Recordings made for CRC subjec-
tive listening tests

L IBOC-to-host analog interference

M. Host analog-to-IBOC interference

N. Multiple spurious (10.7MHz IFspac-
ing tests)

0. FM subcarrier performance tests
(Repeat tests F. -I., L. -M. with vari-
ous FM subcarriers added)

Table 1. The specific RF transmission tests to be conducted on DAR proponent systems at the
Lewis Research Center.

characterization, performance
with impairments, DAR -to -DAR
with and without multipath, and
signal reacquisition.

5. IBOC compatibility with existing
services and other system -specific
tests are conducted.

Table 1 details the specific tests to
be conducted at the Lewis Research
Center.

VHF characterization tests
The results of VHF channel charac-

terization testing, conducted as part
of the DAR testing process, will help
quantify VHF multipath propagation
characteristics of the FM channel for
realistic testing of the in -band FM
DAR system proponents. (See "Re:
Radio," September 1993.)

The measurements, completed in
Salt Lake City, provide information
on channel -reflection time delay and
magnitude for the EIA DAR Subcom-
mittee. This data will be central to the
creation of control parameters for
the multipath channel simulator that
will be used during the Lewis Research
Center testing.

The Salt Lake City tests were con-
ducted along measurement paths in
four distinct city environments -
Urban Business (industrial/commer-
cial), Suburban (residential), Rural
(parkway/highway) and Terrain -Ob-
structed Paths. Among the tests' goals

were the establishment of bench-
marks for multipath characteristics
likely to be encountered (in recep-
tion of VHF transmissions with FM -
channel bandwidths) in the following
three areas: reflection delay times ex-
pected, receivermotion expected, and
spread of reflection delay times ex-
pected.

The data collected from the Salt
Lake City VHF characterization tests
will be used to create control param-
etersfortheHewlett-Packard multipath
channel simulator that will be used
for the Lewis tests. During these tests,
each proponent system will undergo
a 30 -to -60 second "path" test in simu-
lations of multipath in each of the
four environments just listed. The
systems will be subjected to a range
of speeds and occasional stops as
well as other variables.

The DAR testing process at Lewis
Research Center will generate a tech-
nical report on the laboratory tests
for review by the EIA DAR Subcom-
mittee and the National Radio Sys-
tems Committee (NRSC) DAB Subcom-
mittee.

Following the Lewis and the CRC
tests, another round of evaluations
will take place involving field testing
of over -the -air DAR broadcasts. After
the report from this phase has been
reviewed by the subcommittees, the
final DAR recommendations will be
issued.

Does Your

MX5050 1311 or

MKIII*need a lift?

FACTORY SPECIAL!!!

Get It Refurbed
& Add Some

Life To It!

2 -Track Tape Decks

Just
$99900

6 MONTH WARRANTY!
New Head Assembly

it New Capstan Motor
ir New Relays and Rollers
ar New Brake Drums and Bands

...and more!

Call us at 415-341-9504.
But HURRY, because this offer

ends July 1, 1994.

*Call us about other models.
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Codec modules
Intraplex
 PT/R-350, PT/R-355: program transmitter and receiver modules that transmit

in 16 -bit linear uncompressed format; can transmit 7.5kHz or 15kHz audio,
sampled at 16kHz or 32kHz; eliminate compression on the transmission section
of the audio; PT/R-355 modules incorporate the CCITT J.41 standard for moderate
compression using a 14- to 11 -bit digital encoding scheme, allowing 15kHz
discrete stereo to be transmitted with half of a T1 circuit.

Circle (150) on Reply Card

Firmware upgrade for Digital Audio Workstation
Roland Pro Audio
 Version 2.0: firmware that upgrades the DM -80 with
more than 40 new or improved features, such as audio
profile display on the DM -80 R remote controller, group
move, enhanced backup functions, recovery of unused
memory, fader grouping, mixer snapshots and thresh-
old editing; users of the DM -80-S multitrack manager
system will receive a 2.0 software upgrade similar to
the firmware, offering the ability to control up to four
DM -80 rack units for a total of 32 digital audio tracks
that can be controlled from a Macintosh computer
interface.

Circle (160) on Reply Card

Enclosures/workstations
Equipto Electronics

 Electronic enclosures: five lines of
vertical racks and sloped -front
consoles, plus two lines of worksta-
tions and a line of instrument cabi-
nets; enclosures include EMI/RFI
shielding from FCC through TEMPEST
and three product lines that pass
military specifications for 810D and
901 shock and vibration tests; seismic-

hardened enclosures tested through
zone 4 are available.

Circle (152) on Reply Card

Station to transmitter link
Intraplex
 Intralink STL+: a fully integrated STL packing for transmitting
uncompressed, linear stereo audio on T1 lines; transmits CD stereo
signals without compression, using 16 -bit linear coding; dynamic
range is greater than 90dB; optional modules include return feeds,
compressed audio, and data and conventional voice circuits.

Circle (151) on Reply Card

Digital network
Dolby Laboratories
 EDnet: uses T1 service over WilTel's fiber-optic network to allows
users to record, mix and evaluate soundtracks remotely, avoiding
costs and geographical limitations of satellite linkups.

Circle (155) on Reply Card

Surround technology
Dolby Laboratories
 4 -channel Dolby Surround: adds a front center channel to the left
and right channels to sharpen sound perspective and improve
dialogue clarity; a rear surround channel adds ambience and
heightens special effects; requires only minimal hardware to
decode Dolby -Surround -encoded broadcasts and video recordings
of Dolby Stereo films.

Circle (156) on Reply Card
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Quality, Value, dB -CART...

4

. r -
dB -CART

Roc PO Map play

dia coca. MOMCIST ASSOCATS

Quite a bit has been written about audio quality, leigth
of recording, central vs. distributed storage. Finally there
is a digital cart machine system that combines all of
these features in a package that is surprisingly afford-
able, fully upgradable and so easy to use that your on
air talent will think that it was custom designed forthem.
dB -CART.

dB -CART seamlessly integrates all of your current cart
functions with the features and benefits you expect in a
digital machine. dB -CART provides the only line of
digital cart machines covering all of your cart needs.
From our Value Line plug and play analog cart replace-
ment to our full featured Advantage Line, dB -CART has
the machine you're looking for.

All of our dB-CARTs offer fu I bandwidth stereo
withou- compression and still deliver over 10 min-
utes per disk. Add compressiol and you get a
whopp ng 60 plus minutes per disk. And because
our products conform to the ASPECT standard,
your digital dB -CART recordings can be played
on other machines.

Record/Play prices start at $2,495. So wiether you're
looking for a digital cart machine to do the basics or a
full featured machine with all the bells and whistles,
10 minutes or 24 hours, compressed or non -
compressed, look to the Sound Approach to
Broadcasting, dB -CART.

= Digital Broadcast Associates  Telephone (5031 639-6341  Fax: (5( 3) 620-5440

See Us In Booth #1500 Circle (10: on Feply Card



New Products Continued...

Production DAT
Fostex

 D-10: features auto cue to modula-
tion and instant start, which make it
well -suited for on -air play; RAM
scrubbing and Jog/Shuttle offer
analog -style reel rocking for pinpoint
cuing; the model 8333 interface card
adds time -code and RS -422 functional-
ity.

Circle (159) on Reply Card

Digital audio workstation
ITC
 DigiCenter Plus: provides
expanded networking capability,
simultaneous control of three
workstations and extended server -
to -server networking, allowing
each workstation to be assigned to
any server on the system; as many
as 255 devices may be connected
to the network at one time.

Circle (157) on Reply Card

Digital aural studio -transmitter link
Dolby Laboratories

 DSTL: all -digital 4 -channel unit (DP5503 transmitter and DP5504
receiver) conveys four program channels and two RS -232 data channels
in little more than 400kHz of bandwidth; allows a studio to convey
separate programming to two sites; available for a variety of frequency
ranges; features 2W output; HS1 and HS2 hot standby units enable the
use of a second DSTL system as an automatic backup; an Al2 analog
interface unit enables the use of a conventional analog STL as the main
backup, plus a further backup, such as a phone line.

Circle (153) on Reply Card

Spectral processor
Dolby Laboratories

 Spectral processor:
raises low-level signals
20dB without affecting
high-level signals; may
be used as a dynamic
EQ for production and post -production sweetening, and to improve program
material transferred to carts; operates only on low-level signals; features user-

adjustable threshold and crossover frequencies between low-, mid- and high-

frequency bands; includes a sliding -band circuit to provide 12dB of noise reduc-
tion; has fixed high- and low-pass filters.

Circle (154) on Reply Card

Control surface
Studer
 MultiDesk for Dyaxis II: a control surface designed to improve speed,
accuracy and ease of use; features the ability to edit splices or events and
the control and automation of six Dyaxis II processors for up to 24 channels
of audio recording and playback; offers dynamic automation of level, pan,
mutes and DSP functions; includes 100mm moving faders, a jog wheel and
precision edit and scrub controls.

Circle (161) on Reply Card

Digital cartridge machine
AIR corp Systems
 AIR cart.mo: a digital replacement
for analog cart machines; features
10.5 minutes of non -compressed audio
at a 48kHz sampling rate; uses
individual, removable 3.5 -inch
magneto -optical discs; incorporates a
cut selector, preview (listen to
beginning) and outview (listen to end
of cut).

Circle (164) on Reply Card



New Products Continued...

MiniDisc recorder, player
Denon
 DN-980F and DN-990R MD Cart player and
recorder feature instant start, cue -to -music
(can cue to the start of music instead of the
beginning of the track), end -monitor function,
single-track or continuous -play functions, a
stereo/mono selector, an end -of -message
function with a time monitor, 8X over -
sampling digital filter driving 18 -bit DACs, and
active balanced audio outputs;
a digital output employs the
AES/EBU interface; offer a
serial RS -232C port and switch -
closure outputs for EOM, cue
and end -cue signals; provide
readout of track number, time
code, track name and disc title;
include a 24 -segment peak -
level meter with an overload
indicator; the DN-990R adds
magneto -optical (MO) record-
ing.

Circle (165) on Reply Card
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2.4GHz wireless modem
Cylink
 AirLink: provides voice and data
services in remote or rugged areas
where wired circuits are impractical;
used for LAN extensions and LAN -to -
LAN links, tetherless
videoconferencing, "last mile"
network connectivity and high-speed
modem connections between
computers; supports communica-
tions speeds from 64kbps to
512kbps; with a standard omnidirec-
tional antenna, allows indoor or
outdoor communication up to 1,000
feet; with a directional antenna,

offers line -
of -sight
links up to
30 miles;
offers user -
selectable
frequencies

that allow multiple units to operate in the same
building or share the same path; does not require
a license.

I 1

Professional CD player
Denon
 DN-650F: a rack -mount CD player featuring cue -to -music, instant start, balanced
outputs and a dry -contact remote interface; offers 8X oversampling. dual 18 -bit
DACs and a transport design based on the DN-951FA CD cart player

Circle (166) on Reply Card

THE RF EX0ERTS KN.
MYAT DELIVERS QUALITY

You can rely on MYAT rigid line and components to
deliver a clean, powerful signal to your anten-ta

111

Pure highest quality copper, brass and silver plus com-
puter -aided design and manufacturing ensure consistency

11110 and accuracy. No wonder demanding broadcasters
worldwide choose MYAT products for their passive
systems. We take Quality Control very seriously.e-

MYAT DELIVERS RELIABLE PERFORMANCE

ur non -galling silver-plated beryllium copper
Vcontact springs, brass elbow reinforcer-ents
and virgin Teflon inner supports are desigled for
maximum velocity, minimum attenuation and long
service life. Every MYAT component is tested
before shipping and backed with a full one year
warranty. MYAT products are built for the long -J1.

POMPK: 380 Chestnut Street P.O.I1Ox 425i Norwood, 1.1.1,0,748
Tel 20%767-5380  Fox 2014674)47

Circle (162) on Reply Card

MY P EliS
MYAT DELIVERS WHEN YOU NEED IT

ma:or transmitter manufacturers with strict pro-
duction schedules rely on MYAT tc deliver qual-

ity components on time and within budget. So dc
leading broadcasters Ike the Empire Skate Building's

TV tenants. At MYAT, commitments are kept.

LET MYAT DELIVER FOR YOU

w Nether you're planning a new tower, upgrad-
ing an older installation, or cooing with ar

eme-gency, you ran depend on MYAT rigid line anc
components. Thousands of R= experts around the
world already do. Contact your RF distributor, or
phone us for our catalog installation planning guide
and engineering reference. Its detai ed drawings
can help you put together an efficient, trouble -free
transmission line that will last for decades. For a free
cop' call 201-767-5380 or fax 201-767-4147

RIGID LINE: RADIO'S EFFICIENT CHOICE

40 YEARS OF EXPERIENCE:10 YERRt-OF...IXC e7

Manufacturers o1 electronic
transmission uipment, ir Cardeply

in 19 1 .



New Products Continued...

Wireless IFB transmitter
Vega
 RMT-14: a 4 -channel, private -
line wireless IFB (interrupted
foldback) transmitter for use
with Vega PL -2 dual -channel
miniature receives; can be field -
expanded to four individual
transmitters with the addition of internal modules (still requires only one rack
unit); includes audio processing that reduces noise and interference and
expands system range; has full-size XLR-type audio inputs that accept line -level
input or can be programmed for compatibility with other wired intercom
systems; features include a 50mW power output, crystal -controlled stability on
one of 1,700 available frequencies, LED-bargraph audio displays, an internal
dual -voltage AC power supply and input level control for each channel.

Circle (163) on Reply Card
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Audio console
Wheatstone
 A-300: offers modular construction
and four mainframe sizes; has two
stereo AUD and PGM buses, a TEL bus,
one internal mix -minus bus and mono
sum output capabilities; Super Phone
phone module has logic follow for A
and B source selection, full machine
control, mono mic and stereo line
modules, clock, timer and built-in cue
speaker, monitor modules and
expansion slots; offers computer -
grade ribbon bus technology and a
non-VCA circuit architecture; has a
dynamic range of more than 115dB, a
+/-0.25dB frequency response (20Hz to
20kHz) and a 0.003% THD.

Circle (167) on Reply Card

Miniature microphones
Audio-Technica
 Miniature and sub -miniature
condenser microphones: featt.r-
ing interchangeable elements,
integral power modules,5/8-inch, 27 -
thread adapter mount of XLR-type
quick -mount and shock -mount
flange, choice of cardioid,
hypercardioid, omnidirectional or
supercardioid; AT915 series of
double -goosenecks with an
adjustable -length gooseneck; the
AT845R/RW (omnidirectional) and
AT847R/RW (unidirectional)
remote -powered boundary mica;
and the AT933 series for overhead miking applicaticns, featuring i
changeable elements and highly -directional. ceiling-31ate or in -line power
modules.

Circle (168) on Reply ward

Digital storage system
Radice Systems
 DES: live -assist digital storage system,
up to 144 cuts avalla 31e from front -panel
controls; interface resenbles traditional
cart machine for easy learning; simple
seriLl interface allow3 access to system
by a I user; simultaneously.

Circle (170) ow Reply Card
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Audio Workstation
Pacific Recorders & Engineering
 ADX Basic: a desktop system that includes z. Macintosh Quadra E 10 (with a
1.2GB internal hard drive for three track -hour; of re.:ording time), 16 -inch
monitor, keyboard and mouse, and an 8 -channel dig tal signal processing unit;
includes ADX software; can be
outfitted with additional SCSI
devices.

Circle (169) on Reply Card

STICK-ONs'
When Quality, Performance and Value Count

in Broadcast Utility Products,
Take a Closer Look at the Innovators, Look to RDL"

R D L Radio Design Labs
SPECIALISTS IN PRACTICAL PRECISION ENGINEERING

NAB Booth 5406/5407 (800) 281-2683

Circle (31) on Reply Card



New Products Continued...

Monitor for digital audio signals
Wohler Technologies
 SMP-1A/DI: monitors stereo digital audio signals carried in AES/EBU or SPDIF
formats; includes a digital input section that automatically synchronizes to any

sampling frequency between
31kHz and 48kHz; 18 -bit low -
jitter converters are used for
internal D -to -A conversion; has a
digital output for passive loop -
through of the digital input
signal; incorporates three power

amps and five speakers; frequency response is 80Hz to 15kHz +/-7dB; output is
98dB SPL at a distance of 2 feet; digital input module options include a choice
of SLR -F or BNC connectors, A -B input select and analog input (digital module
bypass); optional XLR-M analog line outputs allow the unit to serve as a
general-purpose D -to -A converter.

Circle (171) on Reply Card
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Noise gate and compressor
Aphex Systems

 Model 1054 -channel noise gate/mod-
el 106 4 -channel compressor noise gate
incorporates Aphex 10001 VCA provid-
ing high-speed performance; stable and
accurate turn -on regardless of attack
time; external key input -10dbV/+4dBu
switchable output levels; model 106 com-
pressor uses Aphex 10001 VCA; layered
time constraints; simple setup and op-
eration; -10V/+4dBu switchable output
levels.

Circle (172) on Reply Card

Harmonizer
Eventide

 H3000 D/SE Studio Enhanced Dy-
namic ultra -harmonizer power dDFX-
dynamic effects, 100 Mod Factory pre-
sets, 200 SE presets and 100 new pre-
sets; 3D speaker -based spatial imaging
effects; 19 -waveform function genera-
tor, true stereo pitch shifting and unique
Diatonic Pitch Shifting.

Circle (174) on Reply Card

Audio console
Fidelipac

 Dynamax MX console: cost-effec-
tive, high -quality and modularity design;
ultra -reliable motherboard construc-
tion; six to eight channel configuration;
VCA mixers and monitor control; avail-
able with linear or rotary faders.

Circb (173) on Reply Card
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Commercial system
Computer Concepts Corporation

 DCS Live!: Windows -based
graphical interface; excellent for
live and live -assist formats; drag
and drop carts into graphics on-
screen representation of cart ma-
chines; touchscreen control; re-
mote control and networkability;
customized on -screen FlexKey.

Circle (177) on Reply Card

Digital audio recorder
360 Systems
DigiCart/11: provides up to
eight hours of stereo audio on
hard disk and up to 68 ml -lutes
on three sizes of removeable
media employing Dolby AC -2
data compression; other new
features include two new
remote -control units, time -
code synchronization for use
with VTRs; BCD automation
interface.

Circle (175) on Reply Carc

Compact disc autochanger
Pioneer
CAC -V3200: 300 -unit CD autochanger,
dual players for non-stop Jlay,
compact size; digital and analog
audio outputs; +10% pitch control;
easy maintenance features; capability
of interconnecting up to 4) units on
one controller port.

Circle (176) on Reply Card
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AD INDEX SALES OFFICES

Page Number Reader Service Number Advertiser Hotline NEW YORK. NEW YORK

Gordon & Associates
AEV 34 15 395-195-0249 Josh Gordon

210 President Street, Brooklyn, NY 11231
Arrakis Systems IFC 1 303-224-2248 Telephone: (718) 802-0488

FAX: (718) 522-4751

Audio Precision 21 23 800-231-7350 Joanne Melton
888 7th Avenue, 38th Floor

Bradley Broadcast 35 16 315-452-5000 New York. NY 10106
Telephone: (212) 332-0628

Broadcast Supply Worldwide .... 39 8 800-426-8434 FAX: (212) 332-0663

CCS Audio Products 18 19 908-946-3800 CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
Vytas Urbonas

Computer Concepts Corp. 7 6 913-541-0900 55 East Jackson, Suite 1100
Chicago, IL 60604
Telephone: (312) 435-2361Continental Electronics 19 20 214-381-7161 FAX: (312) 922-1408

Denon BC 3 201-575-7810 AGOURA HILLS, CALIFORNIA

Digital Broadcast Associates .... 43 10 503-639-6341
Duane Hefner
5236 Colodny Ave., Suite 108
Agoura Hills, CA 91301

Dolby Labs Inc. 17 18 415-558-0200 Telephone: (818) 707-6476
FAX: (818) 707-2313

Enco Systems Inc. 28 27 800-ENCO-SYS
SANTA MONICA, CALIFORNIA

Eventide, Inc. 15 12 201-641-1200 MC' Magazine Communications
Marketing Corp.

Harris Allied 23 24 217-222-8200 Jason Perlman
Telephone: (310) 458-9987

Intraplex, Inc. 20 21 508-486-3722 FAX: (818) 393-2381
Deborah Kern

ITC -International Phone: (310)458-8080
FAX: (310) 393-2381
501 Santa Monica Blvd., Ste. 401Tapetronics Corporation 27 13 800-447-0414 Santa Monica, CA 90401

MYAT 45 11 201-767-5380 OXFORD, ENGLAND

Nautel Electronics 32 30 902-823-2233
Richard Woolley
Intertec Publishing Corp.

Orban. Div. of AKG
Unit 3, Farm Business Centre,
Clifton Road, Deddington,
Oxford OX 154TP England

Acoustics 5,33 510-351-3500 Telephone: (0869) 38794
FAX: (0869) 38040

Otari Corp. 41 9 415-341-5900 Telex: 837469 BES G

Pacific Recorders & TOKYO, JAPAN

Mashy Yoshikawa
Engineering Corp. 3 4 619-438-3911 Orient Echo, Inc., 1101 Grand Maison

Shimomiyabi-Cho 2-18

Radio Design Labs 46 31 805-684-5415 Shinjuku-ku, Tokyo 162, Japan
Telephone: (3) 3235-5961
FAX: (3) 3235-5852Register Data Systems 31 29 800-521-5222 Telex:1-33376 MYORIENT

Roland Corp. US 24-25 25 213-685-5141 FREWVILLE,
SOUTH AUSTRALIA

Shure Brothers Inc. 13 26 800-25-SHURE Haswell, Williamson. Rep. Pty. Ltd.
John Williamson

The Superior Electric Co 20 22 203-582-9561 109 Conyngham Street
Frewville 5063, South Australia

TFT 29 28 800-347-3383 Telephone: 799-522, FAX: 08 79 9522
Telex: AA871 I3 HANDM

Thomcast 9 7 34 90 31 00
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING

Wheatstone Corporation IBC 2 315-452-5000 OVERLAND PARK, KANSAS

Renee Hambleton
P.O. Box 12901
Overland Park, KS 66282
Telephone: (913) 967-1732
FAX: (913) 967-1735
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Every City Has One.

A Nu r ber One Station.
The A-6000 On -Air Console is for you.

4Wheatrtone'lliwilikj
7305 Performance Drive, Syracuse. NY. 13212

(tel 315-452-5000 /fax 315-452-0160)
Circle (2) on Reply Card
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THE RECORDABLE

CART GOES DIGITAL!

INTRODUCING

THE DENON MD CART.

As the company that first employed digital

technology to record music. it's not surprising

that Denon has become the broadcast standard

for on -air CD playback with its CD Cart Players.

Now. Denon is about to repeat its ground-

breaking tradition with the introduction of Denon

MD Cart Recorders and Players.

Based upon digitally recorded. removable

MD technology. Denon has created the

DN-990R MD Cart Recorder and DN-980F MD

Cart Player... and in the process has effectively

replaced the 25 year -old NAB Cart.

Erase and re-record for commercial/spot

production and playback using widely available

blank MDs. Record and re-record with CD -like

sound quality. durability and reliability.

Audition Denon MD Cart machines today.

And remember. whenever digital broadcast

equipment is made better. it will be made by

Denon.

DENON
The First Name in Digital Audio
Circle (3) on R I d... ti




